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openingnotes

We had so many wonderful letters in 
response to the fall 2013 issue that 
we don’t have room to print them all. 
Please visit alumnimagazine.uncg.
edu to read more letters.

Reflecting on 1964

Your article in the alumni magazine 
struck a chord.
 I came to UNCG as a freshman 
in 1965, only the second year we 
had boys on campus.  But who saw 
them?  They were nearly invisible 
(and to this day I give them credit 
for breaking the barrier at an all-
girl school!).
 The boys from the neighboring 
schools would flock to our campus 
every weekend.  They would come 
from Duke, Wake Forest, UNC-
Chapel Hill and Raleigh.  By the 
way, I have a memory of girls not 
being able to matriculate at Chapel 
Hill as freshmen…they could only 
transfer there in their junior year.
 I liked the almost all-girl 
environment.  It let you study 
during the week and then party 
(with limits) on the weekends.  I 
was elected president of Grogan 
Hall my junior year and I still 
remember the curfews as well 
as the written permission of our 
parents if we wanted to spend a 
night away from the dorm. Can 
the students now even imagine 
constrictions like that?  I know that 
my northern friends at colleges in 
New York laughed out loud.  It was 
the late ‘60s after all!
 My aunt and my older sister 
attended WCUNC, before we 
became UNCG.  I’m sure that 
their memories are even more 
outlandish!
M A R Y  W E E K S  P E T E R S E N  ’ 6 9 
 

I enjoy UNCG Magazine, and 
when I saw the final page, I knew 
immediately that the photograph 
was from 1964.
 I attended WC from 1960-
1962, right in the middle of the 
event.  My class was the first one to 
graduate from the new UNCG, and 
most of us were miserable about 
the change. It felt like a betrayal to 
lots of us — no one consulted us. I 
mean, my grey Woman’s College 
jacket was proof that I went to WC! 
Although I left school in the spring 
of ‘62, my heart has NEVER left, 
and to this day, I still have dreams 
about my college days at WC. 
 Thanks for letting us spout off 
about the name change.  I’m still 
not over it. 
M A R T H A  J O N E S  S I S K  ’ 6 4 X

It was a beautiful spring day, 
late April 1962. The trees were 
budding; the flowers were 
beginning to bloom; the birds 
chirping… a picture post card 
day, you might say. My friend 
and I decided, at the spur of the 
moment, that we both wanted an 
ice cream cone. It was late in the 
afternoon and we had already had 
our dinner in the dining room, 
so we ventured out on our walk 
from the campus of Greensboro 
College, up Market Street toward 
our intended destination, to where 
we knew we’d find our long 
awaited ice cream cone at the one 
and only Yum-Yum. We fell in line 
behind the other students, gave 
our order and began our walk up 
Spring Garden Street. “Want to 
walk through campus while we eat 
our cones?” “Sure,” I replied, as 
we crossed the street and headed 
up College Avenue. The wind was 

letters

We love letters  
Letters may be edited for style, grammar and length. 
Please respond to: 
UNCG Magazine  
1100 W. Market St., Suite 201  
PO Box 26170  
Greensboro, NC 27402-6170 
beth_english@uncg.edu

calendar 
March

M A R C H  2 0  Michael Parker 
reading from his eighth novel, 
“All I Have in this World,” MFA 
Creative Writing series, Faculty 
Center, 7 p.m.

M A R C H  2 0 - 2 3  “The Ugly 
Duckling,” North Carolina 
Theatre for Young People, Taylor 
Theatre

M A R C H  2 1 - 2 3  “The Last 
Supper,” performance, Brown 
Building Theatre

M A R C H  2 2  Baseball vs. Furman, 
2 p.m.

M A R C H  2 3 - J U N E  2 2  “Inequality 
and Social Justice in a Changing 
World,” exhibition, Weatherspoon 
Art Museum

M A R C H  2 4  Terry L. Kennedy 
reading, MFA Creative Writing 
series, Hodges Reading Room, 
Jackson Library, 4 p.m.

M A R C H  2 8 - 3 0  Women’s golf, 
Bryan Invitational at Bryan Park 
CC

M A R C H  2 9  Softball vs. 
Chattanooga, doubleheader, 1 p.m.

April
A P R I L  2  Women’s tennis vs. 
Charlotte, 2 p.m.

A P R I L  2  Music, Sinfonia,  
5:30 p.m.

A P R I L  2  Baseball vs. NC A&T, 
6 p.m.

A P R I L  2 - 4  Chautauqua, “Journey 
of the Universe/Journey of the 
University or What’s an Education 
For?”

A P R I L  2 - 6  Spring opera, “The 
Marriage of Figaro,” Aycock 
Auditorium

A P R I L  3  WAMJam + Film: 
“Into Great Silence,” 

Weatherspoon Art 
Museum, 6 p.m.

A P R I L  3  Jeffrey 
Greene reading, MFA 

Creative Writing series, 

Maple Room, EUC, 7 p.m.

A P R I L  4  Baseball vs. Western 
Carolina, 6 p.m.

A P R I L  4  Greensboro Dance Film 
Festival, UNCG Dance Theatre, 
8 p.m.

A P R I L  6  Men’s tennis vs. 
Davidson, noon

A P R I L  8  Annual Beaux Eaux 
Extravaganza: Music Department 
Follies Concert, Recital Hall, 
Music Building, 7:30 p.m.

A P R I L  9  Softball vs. UNC 
Wilmington, doubleheader, 4 p.m.

A P R I L  9  Doug Elkins 
Choreography, Etc, part of 
University Performing Arts Series, 
Aycock Auditorium, 8 p.m.

A P R I L  9 - 1 3  “The Bungler” by 
Moliere, Brown Building Theatre

A P R I L  1 0 - 1 2  Woman’s College 
Reunion 

A P R I L  1 0  Women’s tennis vs. 
Elon, 2 p.m.

A P R I L  1 1 - 1 2  Spring Dance 
Concert, UNCG Dance Theatre

A P R I L  1 2  International Festival, 
College Avenue, noon

A P R I L  1 2  Concert, Men’s and 
Women’s Glee Clubs, Aycock 
Auditorium, 3:30 p.m.

A P R I L  1 3  New Music with Old 
Friends: An Afternoon with 
UNCG Alumni, Recital Hall, 
Music Building, 1:30 p.m.

A P R I L  1 7  Maria Hummel reading 
from her poetry collection, “House 
and Fire,” MFA Creative Writing 
series, Faculty Center, 8 p.m.

A P R I L  1 7  Miles Davis Jazz 
Festival, Aycock Auditorium,  
8 p.m.

A P R I L  2 3 - 2 7  “Hedda Gabler” 
by Henrik Ibsen, Brown Building 
Theatre

A P R I L  2 4  Wind Ensemble, 
Aycock Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.

A P R I L  2 7  University Chorale 
and Chamber Singers, Aycock 
Auditorium, 1:30 p.m.

A P R I L  2 7  University Band, 
Aycock Auditorium, 5:30 p.m.

A P R I L  2 9  University Symphony 
Orchestra and Sinfonia, Aycock 
Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.

May
M A Y  3  Softball vs. Elon, 
doubleheader, 1 p.m.

M A Y  3  Baseball vs. Samford,  
2 p.m.

M A Y  9  Commencement, 
Greensboro Coliseum, 10 a.m.

June
J U N E  8 - 2 8  “All’s Well that Ends 
Well,” Triad Stage

J U N E  1 9 - 2 8  Children’s theatre 
performance, title TBA, Brown 
Building Theatre

We couldn’t have asked for a better 
day. My daughter and I had explored 
this trail by Lake Higgins before, 
but now we were determined to go 
farther, to see what new things lay 
ahead. It was a day for adventure, 
never mind the bare branches and 
mud puddles. 
      The sun warmed our faces while 
occasional breezes caused the trees to 

murmur. Moss and running cedar carpeted the forest floor, and 
from a distance we could hear a woodpecker’s rat-a-tat-tat.
 We came around one curve and found two green 
Adirondack chairs, donated to passersby in loving memory. The 
chairs were angled perfectly to take in the lake view.
 Farther down the trail, we heard rustling in the undergrowth 
– my daughter was convinced it was the passing of fairies. We 
located fairy houses and gently touched brambles that looked 
like they could have come straight from Sleeping Beauty. 
 We had nowhere else to be, and we enjoyed the sweetness of 
each moment. After a winter of polar vortices and unexpected 
snows, this taste of spring felt like a gift. 
 Just the day before, we celebrated my son’s 12th birthday. 
Such a day of joy and wonder. How is it possible that he’s 
taller than me? He has become such a funny, loving, interesting 
person. I can’t wait to see how he continues to grow. 
 And a few days before that, in the flow of a busy work 
week, our staff celebrated the magazine winning a CASE award 
of excellence. We felt honored to have our work recognized. 
Perhaps even more importantly, we recently combed through 
the results of the readership survey and felt grateful to all who 
took the time to share their thoughts, praises and concerns. 
We learned you most want to read about future directions of 
UNCG, alumni stories and university history. We make sure we 
have each represented in every issue. This magazine is a labor 
of love for all who work on it, and we appreciate all of you who 
have shaped UNCG.  
 For me, enjoying each of these moments – satisfying work, 
loving relationships, time with family and time alone to recharge 
– are part of living a balanced life. In this issue, I particularly 
enjoyed reading Betsi Robinson’s articles on work-life balance, 
both the research and the real-life stories. No matter where most 
of us are in life, we work to keep these elements in harmony. 
 As I write, I’m sitting on my back deck, enjoying the 
sunshine and catching glimpses of my daughter turning 
cartwheels in the yard. Life is full and sometimes chaotic, but 
I wouldn’t want it any other way. It might be a cliché, but it’s 
true: It’s a wonderful life. I hope wherever this finds you, you 
are living rich, full lives of joy.  Thank you for being part of the 
life of UNCG.

B E T H  E N G L I S H  ’ 0 7  M A L S ,  Editor
beth_english@uncg.edu

warm and rustled through the 
trees. The bulbs were popping 
up everywhere. We remembered 
how beautiful the campus was 
and how big and imposing the 
buildings were. Students passed 
us and gave us a friendly smile 
and greeting. As we walked along 
chatting about everything under 
the sun, I suddenly stopped and 
said, “Are you thinking what I’m 
thinking?” “Uh-huh,” replied 
my friend. “I sure would like to 
be part of this.” “Me too!” I said 
and laughed as we walked on. 
Wondering out loud about what 
it would take to transfer and what 
the next step should be. The more 
we talked, the more excited we 
became and thus the beginning of 
a beautiful journey of beginning 
as students at WC, and two years 
later graduating in 1964 as the first 
graduating class of UNCG. As 
Walter Cronkite would say, “And 
that’s the way it was!”
SANDRA JAMES SNIDER ’64  
(WITH JUNE MCCRERY 
BRUNSON ’64) 

Remembering  
Charles Lynam
I graduated from UNCG with an 
MM in voice and studied with 
the late Charles Lynam. Charles 
Lynam died this past summer and 
left as his legacy many professional 
voice teachers and opera singers. 
Many of his former students have 
sung and continue to sing all over 
the world including some of the 
major international opera houses. 
I have been a full-time singer 
with the Lyric Opera of Chicago 
for many years and owe so much 
of my professional success to 
Charles Lynam. Even today when 
I mention to colleagues that I did 
much of my vocal training with 
Charles Lynam, many know of 
him and his excellent teaching 
reputation.
K E N  D O N O V A N  ’ 9 0  M M
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If you’ve ever been in an emergency room or with a loved one admitted to the 
hospital, you know nurses often make a difficult time easier. And I can say with 
certainty that the professionals who graduate from our School of Nursing are 
among the best you will find anywhere. 
 For seven years, our top capital project request has been a building to house 
nursing on our campus. The program, especially with the addition of the doctor of 
nursing practice (DNP) in the fall of 2015, has continued to grow. We have sought 
to meet the ever-increasing demand for well-trained nurses and other health care 
professionals. Nationally, we continue to face a shortage as changing demo-
graphics signal a need for more nurses to care for our aging population. 
 That’s one of the many reasons I’m excited that Greensboro is moving for-
ward with a downtown university campus that will bring together all of the city’s 
colleges and universities as well as Guilford Technical Community College, the 
Elon University School of Law and Cone Health.
 Last fall, planners selected a site on the corner of Lee and Elm streets for 
the collaborative space, called Union Square Campus. We hope construction on 
a four-story, 105,000-square-foot building will begin in early 2015 and be ready 
for students in fall 2016. 
 This first phase will focus on health care. Our DNP program will move to that 
building while NC A&T and GTCC will bring other nursing programs. Almost 
every level of nursing education will take place in that building, from associate 
degree work to RN to BSN and accelerated BSN programs. Cone Health also 
will provide educational programming. With all these programs together, we 
expect great synergy. In addition, sharing resources will allow us to build a state-
of-the-art simulation center, similar to the Center for Advanced Medical Learning 

and Simulation in Florida. Such training is necessary for students to prepare for 
real-life, high-pressure situations.
 While the academic benefits are numerous, Union Square Campus also 
offers an excellent economic development opportunity for downtown. 
 According to Opportunity Greensboro, a June 2013 economic impact study 
estimates Union Square Campus will significantly affect the local economy with 
$19.5 million in earnings from construction, 55 new faculty and staff jobs, 264 new 
student residents (generating $1.42 million each year in net new spending) and 
46,248 additional student visits that will support downtown restaurants and shops.
 While we are excited about what is to come with Union Square Campus, we 
are already moving ahead to meet the needs of people in our community.  
 Starting in January, UNCG began offering a BSN completion program to 
nurses working at Cone Health. Approximately 60 percent of nurses have asso-
ciate’s degrees. An Institute of Medicine report advocates for 80 percent of nurs-
es to have at least a BSN. However, completing a baccalaureate degree is 
difficult for those juggling a full-time job and family life. 
 To make this easier, we are now meeting these students where they are. Our 
faculty travel to Cone Health and teach two courses a semester. Nurses can liter-
ally walk down the hall or down the street and earn their BSNs within two years.  
 These exciting developments enable us to engage and serve our community 
in ways we never have before. While UNCG already does a wonderful job engag-
ing our community, this will allow us to expand our scope and meet needs in 
new, dynamic ways. 
 I can’t wait to see where the future takes us.

— Chancellor Linda P. Brady

Downtown union
The downtown university campus officially has a 
home and a name — U N I O N  S Q U A R E  C A M P U S .

Union Square Campus will be built at South Elm and Lee 
streets as a cornerstone of redevelopment in the corridor. 
The vacant land, owned by the City of Greensboro, is 
bound by South Elm, East Lee and Arlington streets, and 
backs up to a planned section of the Downtown 
Greenway.
 Chancellor Linda P. Brady called the downtown cam-
pus “an amazing collaboration.”  
 “This site has been waiting for something to happen,” 
she said. “It needed this kind of project to bring change.”
 UNCG will play a large role in the project, which is 
organized by Opportunity Greensboro, a partnership 
between area businesses, city leaders and local universi-
ties. From the outset, the School of Nursing will provide 
education and training for nurses at the new facility, which 
will house the school’s new Doctor of Nursing Practice 
(DNP) program, scheduled to launch in Fall 2015.
 Brady said the potential for expansion around the 
South Elm/Lee site is a big incentive to locate there. This 
first building will cost about $40 million: an estimated $26 
million for design and construction plus $14 million for 
land, parking, equipment and infrastructure. Completion is 
projected for summer 2016. Funds would come from lease 
fees, the city, corporate gifts and grants.
 A current building plan includes a 105,000-square-
foot facility that reaches to four floors and includes shared 
classrooms, labs, an auditorium, seminar and meeting 
rooms, a student support center and office space. A 
state-of-the art healthcare simulation lab will be a corner-
stone of the building. Plans include a 200-300 space sur-
face parking lot or parking deck.
 Brady said the option to lease space and share costs 
is essential for UNCG and other public universities given 
the current budgetary climate. Securing state funds for a 
new nursing building on campus could take years, she 
said. The DNP program, already approved for implemen-
tation, will need the space soon.
 Ed Kitchen, co-chair of Opportunity Greensboro, 
called the project a “national model of collaboration” that 
harnesses Greensboro’s substantial educational assets to 
drive the local economy.

You came in during the planning stages 
of a major endeavor, the proposed 
downtown university campus that will 
be shared by numerous local institutions 
including UNCG, NC A&T, GTCC and 
Cone Health. What role will the School 
of Nursing play in those initial plans?    
For us the priority is the DNP, the new 
doctorate of nursing practice degree. Those 
students will be older students, mostly 

working in the community and around, I would imagine, the downtown. 
They will be advanced practice students — adult and gerontological nurse 
practitioners and nurse anesthetists.

Why focus on the DNP?    It’s a new degree, about 10 years old, and it’s one 
of the fastest-growing degrees in nursing right now. There are about 210 
programs across the country and there will probably be twice that many in 
the next five years. In fact many master’s programs are converting to DNP 
programs. It has great appeal.

Why would a nurse decide to go back to school for the DNP?   That 
depends on the nurse and what his or her career goals are. The DNP is 
for someone who wants to practice at the highest level of a specialty area; 
it gives them depth and breadth so to speak. It’s not like a PhD, which is 
a research degree. DNP graduates look to improve practice by applying 
research and developing new best practices and testing them to see if 
outcomes are improved. 

What other plans are in the works for the downtown university?   Well, 
the really cool thing is that we are planning a simulation center. We’ll 
be able to outfit the facility with state-of-the-art technology simulation 
equipment — mannequins that come to life and can be practiced on — and 
be able to set up clinical scenarios. At the end you can see what the student 
knows and what they need to know. Simulation space is one of the limiting 
things on our campus. We have a couple of simulation labs, but they are 
small and they are taken up with our undergraduate students. So many 
other industries — think about aviation and the military — rely heavily on 
simulation in order to develop critical thinking skills.

Any other future hopes for School of Nursing or the downtown university?   
Down the road, I would like to see us explore the ability to provide health 
care services. We could establish a minute-type clinic that the downtown 
(area) could take advantage of. It would be a learning laboratory where 
students and faculty could get experience and actually provide services. I 
think it could have real potential for community engagement, especially 
with the local businesses that obviously have lots of employees.

Q&A
Dr. Robin Remsburg took on her role as 
dean of the School of Nursing July 1. Not only 
is she a highly qualified nurse, researcher and 
administrator, she’s also an alumna. 
Remsburg earned her master’s in nursing 
education from UNCG in 1982. 

A  P L A C E  F O R  P A R T N E R S H I P    Chancellor Linda P. Brady 
speaks during a press conference at the site selected for Union 
Square Campus. GTCC President Randy Parker and NC A&T 
Chancellor Harold Martin look on.

A new engagement
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U.S. News & World Report ranked UNCG’s online 
master’s programs in education and nursing highly in 
the 2014 rankings for Best Online Programs. At 45th 
in the nation, UNCG’s online master’s in nursing pro-
gram ranked alongside Yale’s and out-ranked Duke’s. 
UNCG’s online master’s program in education ranked 
61st among similar programs across the country.

I know that this 
university itself 
is a rainbow.” 
— Maya Angelou at the Performing 
Arts Series in September

“What speaks to our family and 
one of the reasons we’ve found 
happiness here is the fact that 
UNCG, in itself, is a family. That 
is much bigger than just being a 
university.” 
— Sophomore Bess Hopkins on why 
she, her two sisters and a long line 
of family that goes back to their 
great-grandmother, chose UNCG

 “While I now also carry the titles  
of researcher, author and professor 
— when I meet somebody new and 
they ask me what I do, it is without 
hesitation that I only respond, 
‘I AM A NURSE.’”
— Dr. Susan Letvak speaking at the 
December 2013 commencement

“I’m literally on a mission to make 
things better for students. If it’s not 
exciting to be here, why be here? 
I don’t think college should be a 
grind.” 
— “Dream” Dean Bill Johnson, 
student success coordinator for 
the School of Health and Human 
Sciences 

talkingitup

“
UNCG is one of the best universities in the nation when it comes to 
making a positive impact on the local community, according to 
Washington Monthly magazine, which has once again ranked UNCG 
among schools that contribute to the public good. UNCG has 
earned a gold star for service from Washington Monthly since 2006.

But it isn’t the only publication recognizing UNCG for providing a 
supportive environment, challenging academic programs and  
community engagement. These notable publications also have  
recognized UNCG for excellence:

Three alumni, one goal,  
160 children fed
Separately, they each came to the conclusion that something had  
to be done.
 On New Year’s Day 2012, R E V .  R O B E R T  D I X O N  ’ 8 2 , pastor 
of West Side Baptist Church in Winston-Salem, challenged his small 
congregation to “take on a God-sized task.” Someone suggested a 
backpack program, where school children who qualify for free break-
fast and lunch are given a backpack of food to take home over the 
weekend.
 Across town at the Womble Carlyle law firm, K I M  M A N N  ’ 7 9 
was pondering a newspaper article that gave statistics on hunger in 
Forsyth County. “I thought it was shocking,” she said. “I didn’t real-
ize we had such an issue with hunger.”
 She posed a question to the WOW (Women of Womble) group — 
would you like to take on a charitable cause? They did. In fact, one 
anonymous donor wrote a check for $10,000.
 At Ward Elementary School, principal WENDY BREWINGTON 
’94 ,  ’00  MSA,   ’01  EDS,  ’04  PHD  knew she had children in her 
school who dealt with hunger. She and guidance counselor Scott Ertl 
connected with Kim, thanks to another volunteer who enjoyed put-
ting people together. 
 They set up a meeting. The school had the children. Kim had the 
funds. What they lacked was a nonprofit organization to work with 
Second Harvest Food Bank and store the food. 
 That’s where Robert came in. Members of his church went 
through training and applied to be members of the food bank. He 
contacted Wendy and was invited to the meeting. He knew he had 
members to help but not enough funds to support the first year of 
the program.
 “We all sat down at the table and within minutes we realized we 
had all the pieces of the puzzle,” Kim said. “It was just one of those 
days when you realize there’s a divine power working to do good.”
 As they talked they began making the UNCG connection. Each 
one graduated in a different decade and with different majors. None 
had met before that day. 
 The backpack program at Ward Elementary kicked off at the end 
of 2012. What started with 30 children quickly grew to 160. Today, 
it’s the largest backpack program in the county, providing two break-
fasts and two dinners for children to take home over the weekend.
 “I talk with these kids one-on-one,” said Scott Ertl, the guidance 
counselor. “Many times the kids say, ‘I gave my meal to my mom 
because she’s hungry.’”
 He’s not content to stop with the backpack program. He’d like 
to see a program that gets food to these children over the summer. 
Or maybe add a lunch to the backpack. They all know the food is 
likely to be shared with a sibling, and it isn’t a huge amount. 
 Fundraising to support the program continues, and people are 
still excited to help.
 “The willingness and potential is overwhelming,” Robert said.  
“We learned you don’t have to be the biggest church; you just have 
to step out in faith.”
 To learn more about the program, contact Ward Elementary School 
at (336) 774-4676 or West Side Baptist Church at (336) 768-4073.

Three times a week, Kay Bosworth (pictured) drives 45 minutes to 
UNCG. Once in Coleman Gym, she greets others as they begin walking 
around the periphery of the basketball court.
 The exercisers have a good bit in common. They all are between the 
ages of 50 and 65. They all know exercise is good for them. And they 
all have dealt with a family member who suffered from Alzheimer’s. 
 “My mother had Alzheimer’s,” Kay says. “It was so heart-breaking. 
I would do just about anything not to go down that path.”
 Because she knows Alzheimer’s can be hereditary, Kay chose to 
enroll in Dr. Jennifer Etnier’s PAAD Study (Physical Activity and 
Alzheimer’s Disease).  
 “We know exercise has cognitive benefits,” Etnier says. Another 
Alzheimer’s study, which followed cognitively normal participants for 
several years, demonstrated those who were physically active showed 
no cognitive decline over time. Her study examines whether changing 
a person’s physical activity level changes their cognitive performance.
 She knows she’s asking a lot of her study participants. They com-
mit to an hour of group exercise, led by Dr. Bill Karper, three times a 
week for eight months. Participants give blood samples and also take 
cognitive performance tests at three points during the study — begin-
ning, middle and end. The tests take 1.5 to 2 hours each time. 
 At the outset, they measure genotypes to learn who has a vari-
ation on the APOE gene. Those who do are more likely to develop 
Alzheimer’s.  
 “I think over time cognition will increase for all, but we expect to 
see a steeper rate of improvement for people at genetic risk,” Etnier 
says. Thirty people have completed the study and 23 more will finish 
in May. But no matter what the measurements reveal, the study has 
already yielded unexpected benefits.
 One person lost 18 pounds. Another lost 10 and still has time 
remaining in the study. Yet another reduced their blood pressure.
 As wonderful as the physical changes have been, something even 
better has started to happen in these groups.
 “They became our friends,” Etnier says. “They are so invested and 
committed to helping us to learn more about Alzheimer’s.”
 And they became friends with one another. “It’s amazing how we 
click with one another so easily,” Kay says. 
 They are in the same stage of life and have watched someone they 
love deal with Alzheimer’s. “It’s quite a bonding agent,” she says.
 Sherry Lash appreciates the encouragement that comes with the 
group. “I feel better than I have in years. Younger.”
 Kay agrees. “I can definitely tell I’m gradually getting stronger. I 
figure I’m a winner either way. I can’t help but believe it will help.”

Body and mind

ACCOLADES

College Factual, a new site that guides students through the 
college selection process, ranked UNCG No. 56 among the 150 
best colleges for your money nationwide.

The Education Trust singled out UNCG 
among the nation’s universities for its success 
in closing the gap in graduation rates 
between black and white students.

NASPA-Student Affairs Administrators in Higher Education 
recognized UNCG as one of 73 colleges and universities that 
cultivate civic-minded students.

For the third straight year, UNCG has been 
recognized nationally as a military-friendly 
school for its support of veterans and their 
families by Victory Media and Military Times 
Edge Magazine.

Bloomberg Businessweek ranked the Bryan School of Business 
and Economics’ evening MBA program No. 13 in the nation.

Find more points of pride at uncgnow.uncg.edu/accolades

http://uncgnow.uncg.edu/accolades
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When Charlie Chaplin came to UNCG for a huge 1918 war bond 
rally, he was all business. America had entered WWI; he had a job 
to do. He did do his funny walk. He did some hat tricks. But mostly 
he wanted to stir the crowd.
 Adam Kampouris, right, knows Chaplin. The theatre student has 
made his own canes. Searched for the right boots. Made his hat tilt 
just so. He’s played Chaplin in Asheville Vaudeville and street 
performances - he’s made an appearance or two on campus. He’s 
brought the same focused approach to his starring roles on campus 
in “Peter Pan” and “Winnie the Pooh.” And off campus in Triad 
Stage’s “The Illusion,” NC Shakespeare Festival’s “Romeo and 
Juliet,” Creede Repertory Theatre’s “The 25th Annual Putnam 
County Spelling Bee” and the title role of Hamlet at the Haywood 
Arts Regional Theatre (HART). 
 Steve Lloyd MFA ’85 of that regional theatre mentored him and 
suggested he check out Chaplin’s films. Adam saw “City Lights.” “I 
was obsessed after that.” Steve, the longtime executive director of 
HART and a third parental figure in Adam’s life, also advised him on 
theatre programs - and encouraged him to consider UNCG. Adam 
visited campus. “This seemed so welcoming.”  
 UNCG’s BFA acting program is as challenging as you make it, 
Adam says. “It aims to prepare you for the kind of work ethic 
necessary to stand a chance in this industry, but it’s ultimately up 
to the individual how hard you’re willing to work and take away 
from it.” He’ll graduate in May with a slew of credits, some 
professional contacts and valuable points toward an Equity card.
 Barista at Coffeeology. Chaplin aficionado. Graduating actor 
with a huge range. Roll the next reel.

news
front

Connection point
UNCG now has a “Referral Desk” for community inquiries about services and resources 
available to the public. 
Launched by UNCG’s Institute for Community and Economic Engagement, it is part of the university’s continued commit-
ment to community engagement and collaboration.
  The Referral Desk is more than a way to connect people to resources — it also aims to prevent missed connections 

and establish partnerships between members of the UNCG and greater 
communities.
  To date, the Referral Desk has helped to bring together partners to 
address everything from ending homelessness in Guilford County to pro-
viding program evaluation support to nonprofits through student intern-
ships to supporting arts and entrepreneurship in downtown Greensboro.
  You can call or refer others to the UNCG Referral Desk at 336-505-
8994 or communityengagement@uncg.edu.

 In addition to calling the Referral Desk, you can learn more by checking out the directory of UNCG resources available 
online under the “How Can We Work Together?” header at communityengagement.uncg.edu/referraldesk.aspx. The directory 
provides details on clinics, camps, services, research and evaluation, volunteerism and more. 
  For more information, contact Kristin Medlin, ICEE communications and partnerships manager, at kdbuchne@uncg.edu.

Making strings sing
Oriana Ealey is naturally curious. The fifth-grader wants to know 
everything about everything, and she stores information like a walk-
ing, talking encyclopedia.
 “I wonder how many strings a harp has,” she says out of the 
blue. “I tried to count once, but I lost track.”
 It’s no wonder then that Oriana’s curiosity about music makes 
her the perfect caretaker for a 95-year-old violin. The instrument, 
a replica of a 1728 Stradivarius, once belonged to Alice Gordon 
Knowles, who attended UNCG when it was the State Normal and 
Industrial College.
 “They chose me,” Oriana says, gently lifting the polished red-
brown violin from its case, and all but waltzing it around her living 
room. “I think it’s because of my passion for music.”
 Rebecca MacLeod, a professor in the School of Music, Theatre 
and Dance, met Oriana when she started a special program to 
teach strings to students at Peck Elementary School in Greensboro. 
MacLeod wanted to give Peck students a chance to learn instruments 
they might not otherwise have a chance to play.
 Knowles’ son donated the violin to the Greensboro Symphony 
Orchestra. The symphony decided to give it to an enthusiastic stu-
dent in the Peck program.
 Oriana, who was finishing her second year in the program, 
stood out.
 “My graduate students and I carefully considered who should 
receive the violin for a few months before selecting Oriana,” 
MacLeod says. “We knew that the violin should go to a very deserv-
ing student and the symphony hoped that it would be a female 
student because the original owner was female, had attended UNCG 

when it was the woman’s college, and had played in the UNCG 
orchestra in 1918. … Ultimately, we selected Oriana because she was 
hard-working, displayed a keen interest in playing the violin, and 
demonstrated leadership during rehearsals and performances.”
 Oriana may keep the instrument as long as she continues to study 
violin. The violin appraised at about $500, a far cry from the $6.10 
asking price in an old Sears Roebuck catalog.
 While she plans to become a veterinarian, Oriana wants to contin-
ue lessons after she completes her last year at Peck. Her parents say 
studying music and receiving the violin have opened new worlds for 
their daughter.
 “Just being around music has definitely stimulated her mentally, 
her intellect and her vocabulary,” says her dad, Orin. “She has really 
taken off in the last year. It’s been good for her, and it’s definitely led 
to a thirst for knowledge.”

http://communityengagement.uncg.edu/referraldesk.aspx
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“Burn,” the final novel in the Pure Trilogy by J U L I A N N A  B A G G O T T  ’ 9 4  M F A    °  
“Coaching for Change,” co-written by J O H N  L .  B E N N E T T  ‘ 8 4  M P A    °  “Byrd,” a 
novel by K I M  C H U R C H  ’ 7 9    °  “Self Portrait as Bettie Page,” a poetry collection by 
H E I D I  C Z E R W I E C  ‘ 9 5  M F A    °  “Tapping the Center of Things,” a poetry collection 
by M A R Y  J A N E  D I C K E R S O N  ‘ 5 9    °  “A Forever Man,” a novel by M A R Y 
M A R G A R E T  F L I N N  ’ 7 9    °  “A Nuclear Family,” a poetry collection by A P R I L 
N A O K O  H E C K  ‘ 9 5  M F A    °  “Nowhere for Christmas” and “Dance Partner,” novels by 
D O N N A  S T E E L E  H O N E Y C U T T  ’ 7 5    °  “Motherland,” a novel by M A R I A  H U M M E L 

alumni authors

“As You Like It” has rarely sounded 
this down-home.
 The Zinc Kings used fiddle, guitar 
and banjo to spring the 400-year-old 
lyrics to life. The band composed 
of UNCG music alumni presented 
the score in last summer’s outdoor, 
collaborative production with Raleigh 
Little Theatre, Bare Theatre and 
PineCone.  
 “Shakespeare wrote ‘songs’ for 
the play but only the text — with no 
indication of how the song would go,” 
says Mark Dillon ‘10 MA. The band’s 
challenge was to set them to music and add additional tunes. Their 
performance was well-received.
 Fiddler Christen Blanton Mack ‘08 MA, banjo player Dan Clouse 
‘11 DMA and guitarist Mark met in the UNCG Old Time Ensemble. 
Christen’s focus was viola, Dan was tuba, Mark was largely banjo. 
Christen and Mark are now pursuing UNCG doctorates in music 
education.
 They stayed true to the Bard, never changing a word.
 And as the band does in all its music, the musicians hewed true to 
the traditional sounds of North Carolina’s Piedmont.
 None of them are North Carolina natives. They have discovered 
a rich, diverse musical heritage they’re eager to share and take part 
in, such as 1920’s stringband star Charlie Poole, who played in many 
mill towns of the Piedmont. Or Odell and Joe Thompson, who played 
fiddle and banjo in Alamance County. The Piedmont blues of Elizabeth 
Cotten in Carrboro. And gospel and jazz. And don’t get them started 
on the local connections in folk classics, like “Omie Wise.”
 Christen discovered the Old Time Ensemble in her last semester as 

Fiddling with 
Shakespeare

a viola-minded master’s student. She found a home she loved. As she 
graduated, she asked director Dr. Revell Carr, “What do I do?”
 “You can still play with people you met,” he said. The Zinc Kings, 
which formed in 2010, have played at old time and bluegrass festivals 
throughout the state. They jam monthly with the Piedmont Old Time 
Society, which Christen notes is filled with UNCG alumni. They’ve 
now been a part of two plays in Raleigh.
 Dan says, “In the folk tradition, there is no stage.” You play, you 
learn, you teach, you learn some more.
 It’s all about what the band calls community music.“It’s a reciprocal 
process,” Christen says. Mark’s doctoral research as well as Christen’s 
is focused on this community aspect. They envision something for the 
Greensboro area similar to Chicago’s Folk School.
 Through UNCG music and its Old Time Ensemble, they all found a 
place to grow.
 “I knew I needed this community,” says Dan, a software engineer 
who just bought an older home large enough to accommodate music 
gatherings. “I got so much more than I thought would be there.”

The Zinc Kings are fiddler Christen Blanton Mack ’08 MA, banjo player Dan Clouse ’11 DMA and guitarist Mark 
Dillon ’10 MA. They met in the UNCG Old Time Ensemble.

When cinematographer Bernd 
Reinhardt ’99 MFA was a graduate 
student, 2 a.m. would often find 
him hard at work in Carmichael 
Building.
 “It was a wonderful 
environment,” he said. “We 
had keys to the building and 
would go and edit all night. It 
was immersive. We had a lot of 
freedom and time to experiment.”
 Those late nights led to 
shooting sports documentaries, 
to a show with Ryan Seacrest 
and eventually where he is now 
– camera operator for “Jimmy 
Kimmel Live.”
 If you’re a fan of the show, 
you’re probably familiar with Bernd’s work. He shot “The 
Handsome Men’s Club.” “Movie: The Movie.” Various man on the 
street interviews. And, most recently, the “Worst Twerk Fail Ever” 
prank video, which had more than 14 million views on YouTube.
 “We kept it very secret and hoped it would go viral, but no one 
predicted this kind of success.”
 It’s all in a day’s work.
 Bernd typically starts his day around 11 a.m., when he and the 
rest of the crew get their list after the writers meeting. 
 Shoots are usually done in the early afternoon. Then the editors 
finish for that night’s show. By the time the show starts around 6 or 
7 p.m., he’s on his way home.
 More complicated clips, such as “Movie: the Movie,” take 
careful planning.
 Described as a star-studded trailer for the best film never made, 
it brought together a number of actors portraying a variety of genres 
in one film – a huge undertaking.
 Because celebrities’ schedules don’t typically allow them to 
work together, they shot a lot of elements on a green screen. Some 
only had half an hour. George Clooney spent the longest time with 
them at four hours.
 “It’s important to get the look right,” Bernd said. “You have to 
work fast. They are celebrities; you want them all to look good, to 

create an environment where they 
want to come back.”
      While the director is working 
with the actors, Bernd is looking at 
the monitor, determining if a shot 
should be brighter or darker. 
      “It’s a big collaboration,” he 
said. “I really like the variety of the 
work, and my colleagues are all 
my friends. There are very, very 
good people here. Really talented.”
      Bernd was one of five who flew 
to Miami to film the surprise Sarah 
Silverman/Matt Damon video, 
which aired in 2009 (“F*@#ing Matt 
Damon”). 
      They arrived the night before 
and then shot the whole thing in 

five hours. Another UNCG alumnus, Seth Gilbert ’98, did the audio. 
He set up his laptop in the hotel room and used furniture blankets 
in the closet to get the right sound. 
 Bernd said his favorite moment came when Matt Damon saw 
the set up. “Matt turned around and said, ‘Man, you guys are like 
special ops.’”
 Bernd, who is originally from Germany, majored in English 
and biology at the University of Heidelberg. For his degree, he was 
required to study English abroad for three months.
 He knew he wanted to study in a graduate film program and 
because there are few film schools in Germany, he looked to the U.S. 
UNCG was his first choice. 
 “It was absolutely helpful,” he said. “I learned all aspects of 
filmmaking.” 
 He studied screenwriting with Tony Fragola, and film 
production with Matt Barr. He worked as a teaching assistant for 
Frank Donaldson, and Michael Frierson was the head of his thesis 
committee. Each taught him something different.
 His time at “Jimmy Kimmel Live” started as a freelance job a 
few days a week during the second season of the show. Because 
they liked his work so much, “Jimmy Kimmel Live” asked him if he 
would work on the show. That was nearly 10 years ago. 
 “I am really, really fortunate.”

Lights, camera, ‘Jimmy Kimmel Live’

Bernd Reinhardt ’99 MFA checks a light meter reading at “Jimmy 
Kimmel Live.” He has worked as a camera operator for the show 
for a decade.

’ 9 8  M F A    °  “Debt to the Bone-Eating Snotflower,” a poetry collection by 
S A R A H  L I N D S A Y  ‘ 8 4  M F A    °  “2:12 a.m. - Essays,” by K A T  M E A D S 
‘ 7 7  M F A    °  “Eki” and “Empress,” the first two novels in a science fiction 
trilogy by M A R G A R E T  F R A N C E S  M O O S E  ’ 8 3    °  “The Road to Gap 
Creek,” a novel by R O B E R T  M O R G A N  ’ 6 8  M F A    °  “Eye of the 
Beholder,” a poetry collection by S C O T T  O W E N S  ’ 9 4  M F A    °  “Kids 
These Days,” a novel by D R E W  P E R R Y  ’ 9 9  M F A    °  “Naomi Wise: A 
Cautionary Tale,” a historic novel by S A N D R A  R A B Y  R E D D I N G  ’ 8 1 ,  ’ 8 9 

M F A    °  “Strange Angels,” a poetry collection by W I L L I A M  P I T T  R O O T 
’ 6 7  M F A    °  “Putting Life on the Finish Line: Running to Victory,” by J O E 
S I N C L A I R  ‘ 7 6  E D D    °  “On this Day in Piedmont Triad History,” by 
A L I C E  S I N K  ‘ 7 8  M F A    °  “Grow Your Own Penicillin: Words Prescribed 
for a Healthy and Happy Spirit,” a collection of stories, devotions and 
poems by E L L E N O R  S H E P H E R D  ’ 5 2    °  “Now You See It,” a mystery 
novel by J A N E  T E S H  ’ 7 4  M E D    °  “Dog Spelled Backward: An Unholy 
Mystery,” by J I L L  Y E S K O  ’ 0 9
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H O W  D O E S  S H E  L I K E  T H O S E  A P P L E S ?  If you’re headed into a 
hard exam, a little extra luck can’t hurt, right? Starting with a quarter 
left at Minerva’s base in 2007, offerings to Minerva, the Roman god-
dess of wisdom, have grown. In December, more than 100 apples 
were placed at her base. Some had poignant notes: “Minerva, please 
let me pass my French exam....” Some students took a big chomp out 
their apple before leaving it. One improvised with apple juice. Other 
offerings included a dollar bill and flowers. In a few short years, this 
tradition has blossomed like an apple tree. 

P H O T O G R A P H  B Y  D A V I D  W I L S O N ,  
A S S I S T A N T  P H O T O G R A P H Y  E D I T O R 

“Wisdom at times is found in folly.” — Horace
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Twenty-four straight innings of shutout ball. 
The ESPN cameras were capturing a 
performance for the ages.
 Then with one swing it was over. But 
not forgotten.
 R A E A N N E  H A N K S  had blanked the 
Spartans’ opponent in the first round of the 
SoCon Tournament, hosted by UNCG. She 
did the same to top-seed App State the 
next day. That’s 14 innings, zero runs.
 Erica Navarette pitched the next 
game, a 12-2 victory over Samford, while 
Hanks rested.
 In the title game against Georgia 
Southern, Coach Breneman gave the ball 
to Hanks again. She was opposed by 
SoCon Pitcher of the Year Sarah Purvis. 
Hanks was confident. “I knew they
were beatable.”
 After seven innings of regulation, both 
had given up zilch. The defense had been 
outstanding.
 Perhaps the biggest play came in the 
eighth inning with runners on base. Left 
fielder Aisha Figuera dove for a ball tailing 
into the corner. How did Hanks know she’d 
reeled it in? “I had no idea. My heart 
skipped a few beats.” Then Aishia raised 
her glove with the ball.
 “She came up with the biggest smile 
on her face. I laughed. It was a fun 
moment. It was a huge play for us.”
 End of the eighth, still 0-0. Ninth. 0-0. 
Tenth. 0-0.
 The home crowd was getting louder 
with each defensive stop. Hanks’ family was 
on hand - they’d flown in from Washington 
state for the first time this year. The ESPN 
cameras followed every move.
 In the bottom of the 11th, one fateful 
pitch. “A dropball inside. She SAW it.” And 
the Eagles’ Kourtny Thomas nailed a 
homer over the leftfield fence. Hanks knew 
it was gone. “I don’t remember looking.”
The Spartans finished with a 38-19 record, 

the most victories since 2003. Hanks was 
named the SoCon Tournament’s Most 
Outstanding Player.
 Last year’s pitching stats were 
impressive. 19 wins, 9 losses. 176 
strikeouts. 2.34 ERA. And this year she 
wants better. “I want an ERA of one-point-
something. Even if it’s 1.9.”
 What gives her an edge? “Confidence 
and speed on pitches.”
 “If I lose focus and confidence, I’m 
done. That focus helps me in classes too. 
Softball helps me in that way, in life.”
 She has wanted to major in social 
work since high school in Washington 
state. For her, it’s about justice. Some are 
privileged and some are not, she explains. 
“I have a lot of privileges, I got this 
opportunity - to go to college and have a 
scholarship. I want to help people. And 
help kids make their goals.”
 Her goal? “I’d like to work with family 
counseling and adolescent counseling in 
the high school setting.” She expects she 
will ultimately work toward her master’s.
 Last season, she interned at Dudley 
High School two days a week — and some 
of her social work classes were in the 
evening. She had a lot to focus on — but 
her coaches worked with her schedule. Her 
fellow student interns at Dudley came out to 
support her in that final game.
 She will graduate in May. She has 
already finished her requirements for a 
social work major and HDFS minor - she is 
currently working toward a second major in 
HDFS.
 In the off-season, they had a team 
bonding event. Hanks was asked her 
favorite moment of the past year. “If we’d 
won (the SoCon), that would have been my 
favorite moment.” They came oh-so close.
 Still, she has that confidence.
  “We’re going to win the SoCon this year. 
That’s going to be my favorite moment.”

Sophomore goalkeeper Jamie 
Simmons had 0.77 goals 
against average, fourth best in 
UNCG women’s soccer history.

Academic All-SoCon Noah 
DeAngelo, Zoe Fishman, Preston 
Ford, Eira Jensen and Jamie 
Simmons hold 4.0GPAs. 

Senior Paul Chelimo became 
UNCG’s first ever 
NCAA Regional Cross Country 
Champion.

blue&gold

Volleyball First Team All-SoCon 
Karrian Chambers set a career total of  

1,136kills, sixth highest in  
      Spartan history.

quickstats
Find athletic team schedules at
uncgspartans.com

When ESPN says it’s so, it’s so   

Two nods in baseball   
Junior right-hander M A X  P O V S E  was named the preseason 
SoCon Pitcher of the Year by the publication Perfect Game.
 Povse made a team-best 14 appearances last season for 
the Spartans - all starts. Over the summer, he pitched for the 
Staunton Braves of the Valley League. He was named the top 
pro prospect in the Valley League by both Baseball 
America and Perfect Game.
 Also, the Southern Conference named junior outfielder 
E R I C  K A L B F L E I S C H  to the preseason All-SoCon First 
Team. He batted .310 last year and never committed an error.

He made one three-pointer. Then the next. The next. The next. 
 N I C H O L A S  P A U L O S  set a new Spartan record of nine 
straight three-pointers, facing one of the best defenses in the 
SoCon, Davidson. He finished with 27 points.
 “You realize you’re in ‘the zone’ a bit.”
 ESPN named him a Top Performer for the day. If ESPN 
gave Top Performer recognitions for defense, he’d have been 
lauded after the Virginia Tech game as well.
 Against the Hokies, he was paired against their top scorer, 
Jerrell Eddie, averaging 18 points a game. The year before 
against UNCG, Eddie had scored 28.
 “Coach Miller has talked to me about wanting me to 
improve on defense,“ Paulos explains, “and being able to 
put me on one of the best players.” That’s what he did in 
Blacksburg.
 Paulos held Eddie to one shot in 12 attempts from the floor.
 UNCG defeated Virginia Tech 55-52. It was the second 
victory the team has ever had against an ACC opponent.
 Paulos turns the spotlight on his coaches: “A great scouting 
report, so I knew his tendencies.”
 And his team: “My teammates were talking to me and 
being there for me” during defensive switch-offs and screens. 
 After the close win at Appalachian State, Coach Miller 
praised his defense and hustle - noting Paulos was in the locker 
room getting stitches.

Pitching duel in the sun 

R A E A N N E  H A N K S  was named 
the SoCon Tournament’s Most 
Outstanding Player.

      Paulos dove for a loose ball. “An opposing 
player busted my chin open. I had to get glued up 
at the bench.” But he played the rest of the game. 
      They’re a young team, the junior notes. Since 
some early season struggles on the court, they 
have come together. “We’ll stick around for up to 
an hour (talking in the locker room after practice), 
getting to know each other.” That bonding helps 
them in games, he believes.
      When did he develop a passion for basketball? 
“I have always loved it – 6, 7, 8 years old.”
      In his junior year of high school in Utah, he hit a 
growth spurt and thought, “I’m pretty good now.”
 He’d always had a nice touch with his outside 
shooting. “That’s always been my specialty. My dad 

taught me how to shoot when I was a little kid.”
 He’d never been to North Carolina, until he came 
for his visit to UNCG. “I loved the campus. I loved the 
student life.” 
 And he values the academics. He is a communication 
studies major. The two most engaging courses so far? 
“Communication in the Workplace” with Sarah Dunning 
and “Ethical Communication” with Sharon Bracci.
 He hopes to play professionally, perhaps in Greece - 
he’s partly of Greek descent.
 But for now, there’s his senior year to prepare for.

http://uncgspartans.com
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OUR CUP 
OVERFLOWS

The kids have doctor’s appointments. A work deadline is looming.  
Your parents need help moving furniture. And don’t forget your  

son’s basketball game at 6. Life is busy, messy and wonderfully full.  
Now, thanks to research resulting in family-friendly policies,  

employers make it easier to take care of the business of life  
— at work and at home.

The quest for a healthy balance between work and family life is nothing new. 
For generations, we have struggled to balance the many facets of our lives — working, resting, caring 
for ourselves, our young, each other and the community. 
 But Dr. Paige Hall Smith, director of the Center for Women’s Health and Wellness at UNCG, will 
tell you that meeting these myriad needs has become increasingly incompatible in today’s world. Her 
own family is a good example of that.
 Her mother, a Woman’s College alumna, quit her job when it came time to start a family, just as 
many women of that generation did. “People would sequence. They would work, then take time out to 
raise children, then go back to work,” said Smith, who conducted a survey of WC alumnae in 2005.
 “Today that is more difficult to do, for a variety of reasons. When my mother quit her job, the fam-
ily income was cut in half, but they could survive on my father’s income, which I think was about $250 
a month if I’m not mistaken. That ship has sailed. It is not the case that many people can just have their 
income cut in half and get along economically. And at the same time, many women don’t want to have 
to stay out of the work force.”
 Including Smith, a mother herself. “I could not be on the tenure track at the university and just quit 
and say, ‘Hold my tenure spot for me until my daughter is 6 or 7 or 8 or 9 or whatever.’ I would have 
to give that up.” 
 The WC survey showed that balancing the demands of work and family is a universal struggle 
handed down from generation to generation.
 “This is a group of educated women who were thinking about how they were going to do all these 
things prior to the feminist movement,” Smith said. “This is not a new struggle. It is a universal human 
struggle to do all the things that we as a society need to have done. It is something that changes with 
the norms and economic situation in society.” 

B Y  B E T S I  R O B I N S O N ,  D I R E C T O R  O F  C O M M U N I C A T I O N S

P H O T O G R A P H Y  B Y  D A V I D  W I L S O N ,  A S S I S T A N T  P H O T O G R A P H Y  E D I T O R  
A N D  C H R I S  E N G L I S H ,  P H O T O G R A P H Y  E D I T O R

O N  T H E  C O V E R   Special thanks to HHS Dean Celia Hooper ’74 MA, her mother Lu Ellen Routh Hooper ’45 
and Charles Dent, assistant dean for finance in HHS, for sharing family photos.
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OUR CUP 
OVERFLOWS

 It’s an issue we all should care about, regardless of whether we as 
individuals choose to have children or not. 
 “We look at mothers who are trying to do these things — work 
and raise children — and we say, ‘You made a choice to be a mother 
and go to work, so if there’s problem, you have to figure out how to 
handle it. It is your problem.’ But another way to look at it is that peo-
ple who are raising children are doing a social good. We need people 
to raise our next generation. It is important to think about how we as a 
society support people who are having children.” 
 Smith has also conducted research among UNCG employees and 
found that trying to achieve balance affects everyone — from women 
to men, in all departments and all ages. She discovered that job sat-
isfaction and supervisor support were two factors that significantly 
reduced the level of work-family conflict for employees.
 Employees who have more control over their personal time and 
space are better able to navigate these issues, Smith said. Others have 
a far more difficult time.
 “If I were a housekeeper at UNCG, I can’t sweep the floor when 
I am at home. People in different types of jobs struggle with this 

issue in different ways,” she said.
 “One woman at UNCG pointed out the fact that there are more 
teacher work days than there are vacation days, so if your kids are 
young, you would use all your vacation days to be at home with your 
kids. What do you do with your children if you or your husband cannot 
take off work? Or if you are a single mom who has no one to help you?”
  For reasons of fairness and equity, Smith advocates for clear poli-
cies in the workplace that support families. She recently spearheaded a 
committee that worked with Human Resources to create a breastfeeding 
policy at UNCG. The policy allows women time to pump or breastfeed 
without having to take break time or personal time to do it.
 “We wanted to make it possible for all of our employees, whether 
they are department heads or housekeepers, to do that. We now have 
a policy that applies to all employees and we now have five spaces on 
campus for breastfeeding.”
 As the chancellor’s associate chief of staff, policy process admin-
istrator and the father of 2-year-old Noah (Noé Javier to his family), 
David Schaefer understands both the professional and personal bene-
fits of a family-friendly campus.

 “I have had people approach me about accepting positions at 
other places, and I have to say it is difficult to consider other posi-
tions,” said Schaefer, who worked with Smith on UNCG’s breastfeed-
ing policy. “They may offer better pay, but they do not offer the same 
benefits. Time is more important than pay.”
 On the personal front, Schaefer’s test came a few months after he 
went to work in the chancellor’s office. Noah got really sick, and his 
wife had to travel for work. He had a new boss and was in the middle 
of a very busy week. While he was able to do some work from home 
and come to a critical work meeting with the help of a babysitter, his 
son required most of his attention. Knowing he was secure on the 
work front gave him what he needed emotionally to get through it 
and help his son get better.
 “Sometimes you need that grace, and I thanked God each of 
those days for Bonita Brown, who is an incredible supervisor,” he 
said. “Honestly, that builds loyalty for me for the institution and 
its leadership. Contrary to some current philosophies, I think if you 
are good to employees, they are good to you. There are those soul-
less organizations out there where profit margins mean the most, 

that focus on the bottom line at the expense of the people. I think at 
UNCG we know better.”
 Ultimately, Schaefer said, UNCG is an educational institution that 
invests in people. That same calling shows in how the university treats 
its work force.
 Smith agrees.
 “No one at this university has gotten a raise for how long? But 
people are still here, they are productive and they are working harder 
than ever because of the cuts we’ve taken,” she said. “What can we 
do to make the workplace a better place for people? Caring for your 
employees, having people recognize that you care about them, that 
you are willing to work with them, goes a long way.”
 Smith said that many administrators at UNCG are extremely sup-
portive of their employees and recognize how important it is for them 
to be able to integrate their work and family lives.
 “Family life isn’t confined to 5 at night to 9 in the morning, and 
work isn’t confined to 9 in the morning to 5 at night. There is a lot of 
spillover. It’s very difficult to compartmentalize. Things just don’t fit 
into nice clean boxes like we want them to.”

 A man in his mid-60s, the department chair denied Hooper’s 
request.
 “He said women in academia, first, should not get married and, 
second, should not have children,” Hooper recalled. “We had a huge 
screaming fight, and I quit that very day.”
 That impulsive decision — “People thought I was crazy giving up 
a tenure track faculty job,” she said — turned out to be a good one for 
Hooper and her family. She got another job the next day and would 
not return to academia for five years.
 By then, she was pregnant with her second son, interviewing for a 
position at the University of Kansas and facing a completely different 
landscape. Wrapping up a telephone interview, she hesitantly said to 

the man on the other end of the line, “I have something to tell you.”
 “The last time I had told someone I was pregnant, I lost my job. 
I fully expected to get the same treatment again,” Hooper explained. 
“He said, ‘Well, has your brain shrunk?’ I laughed so hard! When I got 
there they threw me a Jayhawk baby shower.”
 Hooper’s personal struggles over the years to balance a family and 

LIFE SUPPORT

Celia Hooper remembers the fight like it happened yesterday.
 A speech-language pathologist, she was on faculty at a 
private university in Ohio when she became pregnant with 
her first child. The year was 1982, and the decision whether 
she would be allowed to take maternity leave rested with her 
department chair.

D R .  C E L I A  H O O P E R   and her mother, Lu Ellen Routh Hooper, are pic-
tured above. Lu Ellen Routh Hooper graduated from Woman’s College in 
1945 and went to work as a third-grade teacher. But she had to quit 
teaching when she started a family. “You couldn’t even teach, back then, 
once you started showing,” Celia said. Lu Ellen now lives with her 
daughter and cooks supper many nights. 

MULTIPLE ROLE 
FRAMEWORK  
Dr. Paige Hall Smith, 
director of the Center for 
Women’s Health and 
Wellness at UNCG, explains 
the “multiple role 
framework” that women 
face today. “For most 
people, it isn’t about just 
having children and 
working. It’s about working 
and taking care of an aging 
parent. It’s about working 
and being able to contribute 
to the community. It’s about 
working and trying to find 
the time to exercise.” 
Meeting these myriad needs 
has become increasingly 
incompatible in today’s 
world, she says. People who 
have more control over their 
personal time and space are 
better able to navigate 
these issues. And support in 
the workplace is critical. 
“We have many, many 
people at UNCG, in the 
administration, who are very 
supportive of their 
employees and recognize 
that it is important for us to 
be able to integrate our 
lives, be seen as whole 
people, not just be seen as 
workers or as parents.”
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LIFE SUPPORT
career profoundly influence the boss she is today. As dean of UNCG’s 
School of Health and Human Sciences, she encourages her faculty and 
staff to take full advantage of flex time and leave to care for family, be 
it a newborn or an elderly parent. 
 Stop by her office and you quickly get a sense of how important 
family is to her. On one wall hangs a framed Woman’s College pen-
nant from 1945 that belonged to her mother, an alumna who now lives 
with Hooper. Elsewhere, photos of her sons and grandchild grace 
bookshelves and tables. 
 “I was once told by an administrator not to put pictures of my 
children on my desk. It was considered lightweight,” she said, a sly 
smile on her face. “When I got to UNCG, I put giant portraits of my 
children on the wall. We have to change things and be a model. We 
have to show people it is not a dirty secret to have a family.
 “I don’t ask my faculty about their personal lives, but I do see peo-
ple leave in the afternoon to see a child’s play and come back at night 
to teach a class. I see men with pictures of their children in their office 
now and I quietly say, ‘Yea!’“
 One such office belongs to Charles Dent, Hooper’s assistant dean 
for finance and the father of three boys — Cason, 10, Gavin, 8, and 
Connor, 6. When Dent’s third child came along, he and wife Donna 
could no longer afford daycare and came to a tough decision. 
 “We were having daily arguments about who had to stay home 
that day with which sick kid,” he recalled. “There was always some-
thing going on. Both of us were concerned about losing our jobs 
just because of the stress of staying home with the kids, meetings at 
school, doctor’s appointments.”
 Dent’s wife, a loan specialist, agreed to stay home. And Dent 
turned to Hooper with a request to drastically change his work sched-
ule to support his family.
 “I approached her and said, ‘This is kind of a new life for all of us 
and it would be really beneficial if I could come in early and get off 
early so I could get to the house and start my second job, help relieve 
the emotional stress of my wife from being in the house all day,’” 
Dent explained. “As a father, I needed to be at the house, instead of 
showing up at 6 at night and putting them to bed. I wanted to spend 
time with my children.”

 With full support from Hooper and other HHS staff, Dent started 
his work day at 5:30 or 6 a.m., then headed home at 2 or 2:30 each 
afternoon to help clean up from lunch, do homework with his older 
son and prepare dinner.
 Although Dent is back to working more normal hours now that all 
of his boys are in school, to this day he remains grateful to UNCG for 
its family-friendly environment.
 “I feel dedicated to UNCG because of that support. It meant a 
lot to my quality of life at the house and my quality of life at work. 
It was not just Celia, but my employees who were OK with getting 
emails from me at 5:30 in the morning and not hearing back from 
me in the afternoons. It affected everyone here. It has to be a team 
approach or it doesn’t work.” 
       Today, the progressive and welcoming environment nurtured 
by Hooper is a gift being passed to younger generations of HHS 
employees. Dent’s administrative specialist, Lauren Williamson, is 
pregnant with her first child and planning for maternity leave in 
April. As of now she expects to return full time afterward.
       “Charles basically told me that anything I need to do he will work 
with, so if I need to work from home occasionally, that would be avail-
able to me,” Williamson said, adding that she felt a huge weight had 
been lifted off her shoulders when Dent broached the subject with her.
       That’s because Williamson came from a work environment that 
wasn’t so welcoming for families with young children. “It was rough 
for moms if their child got sick or they wanted to see their child’s 
Christmas play,” she said.
       “It feels like family here. If we aren’t asking about kids, we are 
asking about elderly parents. Something is always going on with 
someone’s family,” she said. “I knew from the get-go, from the 
interview, that this place was very family-friendly. They made that 
known.”
       For Dent, it’s simply a matter of paying forward what he received 
from Hooper and others at UNCG.
 “Having been through it helps,” he said. “When you have good 
employees and they are not getting raises, and there is not a whole lot 
of cheerful news in the world, it’s the little things that might help keep 
a good person in their position.”  g

W O R K  L I F E / H O M E  L I F E  Charles Dent leaves the office for time at home with his wife and three sons. Pictures that hang on the wall are daily 
reminders of family. At home, Dent connects with Gavin who is stretched out reading, while Dent looks on with Connor. 

Finding balance
In the fall issue of UNCG magazine, we 
asked you to share your views on balancing 
work life and home life. Here’s what some of 
you had to say on the subject:

“I believe that a healthy work-life balance means 
that you leave your work at work. No calls or 
emails or working at night or on the weekends, at 
least not regularly. I remember reading an article 
about the average American leaving significant 
amounts of vacation on the table each year. That 
is fine if you can roll it over and are saving it up 
for a big trip the following year. It is not fine if you 
are never taking a break to let your mind and body 
reset or exploring the fascinating and beautiful 

world around you. We should be working to live, 
not living to work.”

P A U L  S H A F E R  ’ 1 1  M A

“I believe that the two have to blend. My husband 
and I were in like fields. … We understood when 
one had to leave for a week or two on business 
and were not threatened by it. My husband and I 
both took time for each other, to include the other 
one when possible. For example, when one of us 
traveled abroad, the other one would sometimes 
come over at the end of the business trip so that 
we could have a mini-vacation and play tourist. 
There are times when family comes first and times 
when business must come first. There must be a 
meeting of the minds on this subject. … 

 “It was my observation during years of 
supervising smart, educated people that if the two 
spouses have uneven expectations, then it results 
in friction. A wife who did not understand that her 
husband could not get off work (or vice versa, a 
husband who did not understand that she could 
not get off work) for a particular reason, would 
always feel resentful. It goes back to blending work 
and home life, letting each other know what is 
expected. ... Don’t believe that your personal life 
can be completely separated from work. It will 
affect who stays home with the sick kids, who 
bears the brunt of the elder care, your entire 
marriage partnership.”

CHARLOTTE CLINGER ’65, COL, USAF, RET



She’d seen impressive animated movies. But never something like this.
 A robot, amid monochromatic colors, lives on a desolate planet - till a half hour 
into the film he enters a richly colored world. Dr. Heather Holian sits in Greensboro’s 
Grande, mesmerized by Disney•Pixar’s “WALL•E.”
 “I’d seen previews. But I was blown away in the theater. It was amazing to me how 
emotionally engaged I was.”
 She sits through the Pixar end credits. And while they scroll, the creative team depicts 
the “WALL•E” characters in the style of famous artists. It’s the history of Western art, 
from cave paintings to Van Gogh.
 Are the creators planting a flag, she wonders? Are they saying they, too, deserve 
consideration in the history of Western art?
 She has an epiphany. What she’d seen for two hours was timeless and thought-
provoking. Emotionally resonant and visually sublime. If that isn’t art, what is?
 “It was the strongest evidence to date for the consideration of animation as a fine art 
form,” she explains.
 “I was so energized coming out of that theater.”

The great art medium of our time? Animated films.
The greatest studio? No question, it’s Pixar.

The one scholar who’s researching their art? UNCG’s Heather Holian.

B Y  M I K E  H A R R I S  ’ 9 3  M A ,  U N C G  M A G A Z I N E  A S S I S T A N T  E D I T O R

P H O T O G R A P H Y  B Y  D A V I D  W I L S O N ,  A S S I S T A N T  P H O T O G R A P H Y  E D I T O R

V I S U A L S  A R E  C O U R T E S Y  P I X A R  A N I M A T I O N  S T U D I O S .  A L L  A R T W O R K  I S 

T H E  C O P Y R I G H T  O F  D I S N E Y · P I X A R . 

M A K I N G  T R A C K S  Doc races in this pre-production art for 
Pixar’s “Cars,” a pastel drawing by Bill Cone. He visited UNCG 
last fall. The full drawing is 17 7/8 x 8 inches.
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To put Pixar in context, you have to know 
about the Walt Disney Studios. Beginning 

in the 1920s and ’30s, Walt Disney led teams 
of artists in creating classics such as “Snow 
White,” “Pinocchio,” “Fantasia,” “Cinderella” 
and “Bambi.”
 By the time Holian was coming of age, 
Disney wasn’t just a studio — it was a big 
part of American popular culture, with books, 
records and theme parks.
 When she and her family visited California’s 
Disneyland in the ’80s, they took in the Disney 
Gallery to view the concept art and animation 
cells. Her parents were both artists — she saw 
they held this work in high regard.

 When in high school, she turned to the 
index of her art history textbook. No Disney to 
be found. “I saw no distinction between Disney 
art and what was in Janson’s ‘History of Art,’” 
she says.
 As a graduate student at Indiana University, 
she designed a course and titled it “The Art of 
Disney.” It filled quickly. About 75 students 
were put on a waiting list, and she was 
bombarded with emails.
 “It gave me confidence.” She hoped she 
might teach it again someday.
 But Renaissance art was her focus. For her 
dissertation, there’d be no “Fantasia.” There 
would be Florence.

 WHEN IN FLORENCE  

First, a gelato. She’s partial to a double dip 
of mint chocolate chip and chocolate. Each 

time she helps lead a UNCG art study trip to 
Florence — which she’ll do again this summer 
— that’s the first stop.
 In the darkness, they’ll see the top of the 
Duomo peeking above the winding lanes. The 
cathedral’s red tile dome and Giotto’s towering 
campanile will reveal themselves here and there 
as they walk to the city center. And all of a 
sudden, the students’ daydreams will become 
real. The Piazza del Duomo. Not 2-D on a page. 
But in glorious real life.
 It takes her back to 1995, her first time in 
Florence. “My eyes were like saucers.”
 Now she has the pleasure of seeing her 
students’ reactions. “I like introducing it to them 
for the first time.”
 The students will see works that have 
informed Western art for centuries.
 In Florence’s Basilica of Santa Croce, she’ll take 
them into magnificent chapels. Here Giotto, the 
first great visual artist of the Italian Renaissance, 
led teams in creating wondrous frescoes.
 Holian envisions the other artists taking part 
in the creations, under the direction of Giotto. 

As she has written about, it was similar to the 
organization of an animation studio.
 She’ll explain to her students how the 
groups of artists likely worked. “I don’t in every 
space talk about collaboration — but I often do.”
 Gazing upward to chapel walls, their eyes 
will move from scene to scene in the narrative 
frescoes. A story unfolds. The art is in the 
service of the stories. Yet the works themselves 
are timeless. The students will be moved.
 She reflected on this recently, alluding to Pixar 
art she has seen in a special exhibition. “Some of 
those works in the Pixar exhibition have the same 
power,” she explains.

 
CLASS BEGINS 

In the spring of 2008 Holian resurrected that 
class she’d taught as a graduate student. She 

now calls it “The Art of Disney and Pixar.”
 UNCG art department head Pat Wasserboehr 
met Pixar artist Adam Burke at a conference and 
told him about Holian’s class. Burke was invited 
to UNCG to speak that spring.
 The animator, who’d worked on “Up,” 
“Cars” and more, lectured on the making of 
“Ratatouille.” He showed some work of his and 
other Pixar artists.

 “Adam stayed after his talk about an hour — 
and talked with every single student as much as 
they wanted,” Holian says.
 The visit inspired her to bring more Pixar 
artists to campus. In 2010, she invited Teddy 
Newton, who spoke on his innovative Pixar 
short film “Day and Night” and about a day in 
the life at Pixar Animation Studios.
 “It was outstanding,” she said. The students 
were starry-eyed.
 And longtime Pixar artist Bill Cone came last 
November. But it all started with Burke.  
 “I was having a hard time teaching Pixar,” 
Holian recalls. Fact is, at that time, there was little 
written about Pixar she found helpful for teaching 
a university course. And seeing “WALL•E” that 
summer compelled her to learn more. But how?
 “Adam invited me to come to Pixar.”
 She now has completed six research trips 
and 60 Pixar interviews. She has written journal 
articles. She has delivered papers at conferences 
in the US and internationally. She has begun 
a large, scholarly book on the art, artists and 
collaborative process of Pixar — she hopes to 
see it published within three years.
 “Adam Burke is one of the most generous 
people. If it weren’t for him — and for Pat — I 
wouldn’t be doing this.”

A FEW PIXAR POINTS 
 

20-30 animators usually work on a 
feature film.
 
Typically, an artist will make enhancements 
to others’ art and make a visual more 
appealing — to take it up a visual notch. At 
Pixar they use a term coined by Walt 
Disney himself — “plussing.”

During the storyboarding process, they no 
longer draw on paper. They draw digitally 
using the Pitch Docter program. This 
allows them to make their presentation 
without anyone looking ahead, the bane of 
any presenter. 

Background paintings are remarkable. 
“They are used for example in ‘Ratatouille’ 
and ‘WALL•E,’ done by incredibly talented 
artists,” Holian explains. “No one at Pixar 
wants them to stand out, and that’s the 
beauty. As they often say, if they’ve done 
their work well, you won’t notice it.”
 
In creating “Cars,” they considered having 
the eyes on the front of the cars and 
trucks, where headlights are. But the eyes 
on the windshields worked better.
 
For “Ratatouille,” a research trip to Paris 
for the creative team entailed both fine 
dining and checking out the city’s sewers.
 
To research “Brave,” the creative team 
traveled in Scotland, taking in the scenery 
and climate. Some also took up archery. 
Several artists contributed early drawings 
of the heroine — all have red curly hair but 
are otherwise quite different.

 Fast forward six years.
 Pixar artist Bill Cone sits on a marble bench in the Weatherspoon 
Art Museum on campus. A lot of artists have spoken here. No artist has 
had their work seen by so many. Or had helped bring such a range of 
emotions to so many viewers.
 He’s modest, even as Heather Holian’s students gather round him and 
ask for his autograph or art wisdom. His work simply serves the films. 
“Just solving problems,” he says. “The art we create is just an artifact of 
what we’re doing in the movie.”
 But their professor has a different take. A Renaissance art scholar, 
Heather Holian knows art. And she sees in many Pixar films and the 
art made in crafting them what she sees in many esteemed works in 
museums.
 And she’s set on making the art world take notice.
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Image from film “Wall·E”

Concept art by Daisuke “Dice” Tsutsumi for “Toy Story 3”

Pixar originated from the computer technology division of 
Lucasfilm. Once the division was bought by Steve Jobs 
and incorporated as Pixar Animation Studios, it used short 
films to show off its innovations. After producing the 
ground-breaking first feature film “Toy Story,” creative 
leader John Lasseter received a special Academy Award 
for his leadership of the Pixar team. All of its feature films 
have been distributed by Disney, which now owns Pixar.
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FROM RAPHAEL TO RATATOUILLE,  
AND BEYOND
 

No scholar had ever been out to Pixar,” Holian 
explains. “We’ve been making this up as we 

went along.”
  Elyse Klaidman supported her efforts. She is 
the director of Pixar University and Archives. “I 
think as an educator herself, Elyse understood 
on that first visit what I wanted to do in terms 
of improving my knowledge for teaching, and 
she’s been one of the strongest champions of my 
evolving work at Pixar ever since.”
 Holian plans two more research trips to the 
studio in the coming months. On a typical day, 
she’ll pair up with another supporter, Christine 
Freeman in the Pixar Archives, and do research 
till 6:30 p.m - when she’s not interviewing artists.
 “The archives are rows of shelves with boxes 
of art work and reference photography and 
other things that were deemed worth keeping. 

And itinerary records.” Some of the works 
have pinholes in the corners. Some are torn 
at the edges — they were created and used in 
service to the creation of a film, not for posterity. 
Fortunately, they were preserved. From early 
drawings of Woody and Buzz Lightyear to resin 
cast figures from the creation of “Finding Nemo” 
to landscape studies for “Cars” to fur pattern 
studies for “Monsters, Inc.”
 It’s a treasure trove for scholarly art 
research.
 Imagine if a scholar extensively researched 
Raphael’s studios and artistry during the height 
of his career. Or Michelangelo’s. Giotto’s. 
Interviewing a range of artists in the studio, 
from a scholarly art standpoint. Learning why 
they made artistic choices, how works came to 
be. And writing about it — for their generation 
and posterity.
 “Obviously it’s impossible to bring 
Michelangelo to campus.” But she can bring  

the great artists of the premier art medium of 
our time.
 Her students see that they’re real people. It 
inspires them to create, to excel.
 “It’s why I want to bring people from Pixar 
here. The human element.”
 The next visit by a Pixar artist will likely be 
a couple of years off. By then, she will be near 
completion of her book — the first scholarly 
approach to the art of Pixar.
 The interviews continue. This year, she 
hopes to interview John Lasseter or Dr. Ed 
Catmull, chief creative officer and president 
of Disney Animation Studios and Pixar 
respectively, who have been essential parts of 
Pixar’s DNA from the start.
 Pixar’s biggest artistic achievement, 
according to artist Bill Cone? “John (Lasseter) 
as a filmmaker teaming up with these technical 
geniuses and sort of forming this alliance. ... It 
took animation into a new era. ... They brought 

this dying beast back into the present and made 
it viable and functional and popular again. I’m 
very thankful that he did that.”
 Cone has worked on many Pixar features. 
Have other researchers reached out to him, 
as Holian has? “No. She is the only one that’s 
come from the fine arts world to treat us with a 
certain level of interest, I think, as a scholar.” 

 
POSTCARDS FROM THE FUTURE 

Curry Auditorium is buzzing and packed. 
Cone stands in the front.

 One sophomore art student in the front 
row, notepad in hand, preserves the moment by 
sketching Cone’s face, from one angle and then 
from another, before the lights dim.
 Holian introduces Cone. His credits include 
“Toy Story” and “Toy Story 2,” “A Bug’s Life,” 
“Cars,” “Up,” “Brave,” “Ratatouille.” A mention 
of the Pixar short “La Luna” draws “ahhs!” 

from the audience. The lights go down. He 
tells his story — his career drawing for the San 
Francisco Chronicle. His brief work on a Tim 
Burton project which resulted in John Lasseter 
seeing some of his work. Lasseter called Cone 
and said he was working on a film about toys. 
Cone accepted the invitation to join in.
 Cone found himself next door to an artist 
named Ralph Eggleston, who day after day 
worked on the film’s color script in pastels.
 “These pieces were maybe 3 inches high. He 
mounted them on cardboard. That’s the whole 
movie of “Toy Story,” a year and a half before 
it was ever modeled or lit or anything, from 
beginning to end — in color.”
 “I call it ‘postcards from the future.’”
 Cone salivated at the idea of creating color 
scripts. With Pixar’s second feature, “A Bug’s 
Life,” he did just that, using acrylics and wash.
 “In the early stages of the film, you’re 
figuring out what not to do,” he explains. The 

artists push it, creating lots of possibilities. For 
the next hour, he shows dozens of early visuals 
from Pixar films.
 He shows the iconic image from “A Bug’s 
Life” of the ants crossing the curved plant. The 
tiny bugs can be seen through the bridge-like 
translucent leaf, with back lighting. The Pixar 
team had taken the painting and created an 
animated loop. “We took this down to Disney,” 
as part of the Pixar presentation, to show what 
the movie would look like. “That gave them the 
confidence to greenlight the film.”
 Cone not only drew the color script for 
“A Bug’s Life,” he did the same for “Cars.” At 
that point, he preferred using pastels. He often 
stopped on his way to work to draw the dry 
California mountain landscape.
 “By the time I got to work on ‘Cars,’ I 
thought: ‘Landscapes. Light. Atmosphere!’”
 In his talk, he references Gustav Klimt, the 
Hudson River School painters and others. 

P O R T R A I T  O F  A N  A R T I S T  Below: After the 
class, students gathered around for half an hour 
to ask questions and get advice. Above: Before 
he spoke to Heather Holian’s class, she showed 
him various prints in her office and this wheel of 
animated characters. It often is an ice-breaker 
with students during office visits. Right: A print 
of Pixar art in Holian’s office features Edna Mode 
(‘E’) in “The Incredibles.” Edna is one of her 
favorite Pixar characters. The 8 1/2 x 11 inch 
collage concept work is by Teddy Newton.

C H E C K  Y O U R  L I G H T S  Bill Cone spoke with 
Holian’s art class in November. Here he detailed 
some of the lighting techniques he used in a 
garage sequence in “Cars.”

“
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But one artist gets special mention. “On Cars, 
I looked at Maynard Dixon a lot,” he says. 
Dixon is known for his landscapes of the desert 
American West.
 Near the end, Cone offers some career 
advice for the students. “Have a huge appetite 
now. Draw as well as you can.”
 He explains, “This is the time to learn it. ... 
What you really want to be is good enough to 
get the job. Then you start all over. You never 
really stop learning.”
 After a time for questions and answers, he 
stays and signs autographs, sees students’ work 
and talks with the budding artists.
 One is Cambrin Culp, a student in Holian’s 
Disney/Pixar class. She was the student drawing 
in the first row. “I was disappointed when the 
lights went down,” she says. “It made it hard  
to draw.”
 “I learned a lot more about color scripts,” 
Cambrin says. They’d discussed color scripts in 
class recently. As a result of the lecture, she  
had a better idea of what it’s like to work at 
Pixar. She plans to work in animation and 
design in film.
 Beside her in line is Rose Dorn, a junior 

design major in Holian’s class. “I love Pixar,” 
she says. She grew up with the classic films, and 
as a freshman saw Teddy Newton at UNCG. 
Two great Pixar artists in three years. You don’t 
get chances like this often, she explains.

 
SO WHY ISN’T IT HANGING IN THE MET? 

The art of Pixar has been exhibited twice in 
the U.S. — including a short exhibition at 

the Museum of Modern Art — and there have 
been some exhibitions overseas. But never at the 
older, most prestigious museums.
 So why is Pixar art not valued so much in 
the fine art world?
 Holian ticks off the reasons. First, there’s 
the commercial aspect of studio animation — as 
if Renaissance artists didn’t make money for 
their art. “The commercialism of art is almost 
as old as the making of art,” she says. “It’s how 
artists supported themselves and their families. 
We don’t value the works of da Vinci as lesser 
because of this.”
 There’s the generally held view in our 
country that animation is a children’s medium. 
And no single person’s name can be attached to 

a film — like Jackson Pollock or Thomas Eakins.
 Studio animation simply doesn’t fit the 
art market model — at least not the films 
themselves. A museum or collector may 
purchase a one-of-a-kind drawing — but what 
do you do with films that are in millions of 
households?
 “Animation is the artistic medium of our 
era,” she says. “To simply ignore it outside 
of individual production is odd — and in 
our increasingly collaborative, digital world, 
particularly elitist.”
 Why is this a problem? “Because it creates 
an incomplete history of Western art and 
specifically American art.”
 The early works of Disney were taken 
seriously as art, she explains.
 “The conversation happened in the ‘30s. It 
hasn’t come back.”
 Holian adds, “The fine art world determines 
— through exhibitions and exhibition catalogues 
— what is studied and remembered as ‘art.’” The 
Pixar early pre-production studio work should 
be considered. The production work too. “Right 
along with the films themselves.”
 If she has her way, they will. g

“WALL•E”   An unexpected film for me. I’d seen previews. But I was blown 
away in the theater.
 
“Toy Story 3”   I was unprepared for it. I was so immersed in the story of a 
college student boxing his toys up. A beautiful film. (Color/lighting art 
director) Daisuke "Dice" Tsutsumi did an amazing job on the lighting. With 
this third film, the story is now complete.
 

“The Incredibles”   A smart, snappy story — a family in midlife crisis 
mode. The art is wonderful. Edna Mode, voiced by Brad Bird, is fantastic. 
She is one of my all-time favorite Pixar characters. 

The short “Presto”   It’s directed by the virtuoso animator Doug Sweetland. 
The story is hilarious and the characters and sets were beautifully designed 
by Teddy Newton. I have laughed until I cried at this short.

A  W O R L D  O F  A R T  Left, a drawing of Mike and Sulley for “Monsters University” by Production Designer Ricky Nierva. Top, an image from “Ratatouille.” 
Bottom, concept art work by Steve Pilcher for “Brave.” This Highland Games piece was painted in acrylic.

C H E C K  T H E  R A D I A T O R  “By the time I got to work 
on ‘Cars,’ I thought: ‘Landscapes. Light. Atmosphere!’” 
Bill Cone told the UNCG audience. At that time, he 
worked a lot with pastels.

HEATHER HOLIAN ON HER FAVORITE PIXAR FILMS:

T H A T ’ S  ‘ L I F E ’  This iconic “The Leaf Bridge” 
work was created for “A Bug’s Life.” Acrylic 
by Tia Kratter. Layout by Bill Cone.



 Flash forward to 2013. The napkin is lost to posterity, but the 
promise it represents lives on. After more than 20 years, UNCG’s 
educational exchange with Finland’s University of Oulu remains 
a thriving partnership. 
 Dr. Penelope Pynes, associate provost for international pro-
grams, has been involved with the Finland exchange almost from 
the outset. Last year, she returned to Oulu for an anniversary 
reunion of sorts, accompanied by Chancellor Linda P. Brady and Dr. 
Celia Hooper, dean of the School of Health and Human Sciences.
 “It was so heartening to see,” Pynes says. “Looking around 
that room, I knew all those faces.”

 UNCG-Oulu is just one example of the university’s 
wide-reaching international programs, designed to give students 
immersive overseas experiences they can afford. UNCG now has 
one of the largest reciprocal exchange programs in the nation.

S M A L L  S T A R T 
The Oulu exchange began with two people, Dr. Charles Lyons and 
Anja Mäläskä.
 In 1991, Lyons, UNCG’s first associate provost for inter-
national programs, was working to establish the university’s 
International Programs Center (IPC). The need for an IPC was 

Dinner 
for two, 
ad venture 
for thousands

UNCG takes the road less traveled by using a different kind of model  
for student exhanges — one that makes it possible for all students  

to add an international experience to their educational journey

The early ’90s. Budapest. A man and a woman quietly map out their plans for the future on a dinner  
napkin. Before they part, they have committed to a long-term relationship that will connect two  
universities thousands of miles apart.

evident when a faculty-led survey showed that less than one half of 
1 percent of students had international experience.
 Lyons met Mäläskä, the University of Oulu’s coordinator 
for international programs, quite by chance, at a conference in 
Budapest. Their personalities were a study in contrasts — Lyons 
outgoing and open, Mäläskä quiet and reserved — but they shared 
a common vision to provide international opportunities for their 
students. They roughed out that vision on the napkin.
 “The courses were wonderful,” Pynes says. “There was always a 
fine arts course where you could go down to 
Helsinki and look at the theatre; there was a 
non-western requirement where sometimes 
students went over to Norway to see how the 
Sami lived. There was a science course that 
was done above the Arctic Circle looking at 
flora and fauna.”
 And students from both countries paid 
roughly the same amount they would pay to 
study at home. 
 The Oulu exchange was one of the first bilateral agreements for 
UNCG. Pynes calls it a “true exchange” with an equal number of 
students coming from, and going to, Oulu. While universities don’t 

make money off exchanges, it keeps costs down for students and 
brings international students to the UNCG campus. 
 “Basically, for every student we send out, we bring one in,” 
Pynes says.

K E E P I N G  C O S T S  D O W N
The Oulu program, affordable and built on a deep mutual com-
mitment, has become a model for UNCG’s overseas exchanges. 
UNCG now has about 120 bilateral partnerships with universities in 

such diverse locales as Brazil, Korea, Japan, 
Germany, Italy, Ghana and South Africa. 
Forging such deep relationships with other 
universities “off the beaten track” has become 
modus operandi for Pynes’ office.
 Each semester, about 130 UNCG stu-
dents study overseas. A comparable number 
of international students study at UNCG.
 Students at universities that use 
third-party providers for overseas study can 

pay $20,000 or more in additional costs.
 “A lot of universities shy away from direct exchange programs 
because it takes a lot of work, but the payoff is worth it,” says 

B Y  M I C H E L L E  H I N E S ,  S T A F F  W R I T E R

P H O T O G R A P H S  B Y  U N C G  S T U D E N T S 
P A S T  A N D  P R E S E N T

C H A R L E S  L Y O N S       A N J A  M Ä L Ä S K Ä
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Tom Martinek Jr. ’97, assistant director for study abroad. “It’s easier 
to have a program where it gets all packaged and handed off to a 
third party.”
 About 83 percent of UNCG students who study abroad receive 
financial aid. That reflects the student body, about 73 percent of 
whom receive financial aid. 
 Over the last decade, Pynes says, International Programs has 
helped students secure about $200,000 in Benjamin A. Gilman 
International scholarships. Gilman scholarships average about $4,000 
per student. In spring 2014 alone, 11 UNCG students are using 
Gilman dollars to travel. 
 IPC also issues smaller travel grants of $600-$1,300 to offset costs. 
Those funds come from private donors.
 “The mantra has always been that if you can afford to study at 
UNCG, you can afford to study abroad,” Martinek says. “The pro-
gram was designed for anyone, not just financially privileged peo-
ple.”

P O I N T S  O F  V I E W
Martinek knows Oulu firsthand. As a student, he studied at Oulu 
during the second year of the exchange, 1994.
 Martinek had not yet declared his major and was struggling to 
find his way, when his professor mentioned a study abroad exchange 
to Finland.
 “It was not something I’d ever thought about before. It intrigued 
me because I didn’t know much about Finland or even where it was 
on the map,” he says. “I think that ‘unknown’ part about it really 
appealed to me.”

 Martinek did experience culture shock when he arrived at Oulu, 
mostly due to subtle differences between Finns and Americans.
 “People were, on the surface, a lot more reserved than I was used 
to,” he says. “That’s a stereotype, but there is some truth to it. Of 
course as an American I was used to being a little more gregarious 
and smiley.” 
 Sanna Micklin, a junior on exchange from Oulu during the fall 
2013 semester, experienced the shift in reverse.
 “We don’t have that much small talk in Finland,” she says. 
“Actually I really like it. People have been so nice. Now that I’m 
going back, it might be harder to adjust because I’ve gotten so used 
to this.”
 Despite Oulu’s beautiful landscape, which reminded him of 
Southern Pines, N.C., the climate difference was stark, Martinek says. 
“I had never been in a place that was that cold and that dark. The 
days were really short as it got closer to winter.”
   Sanna enjoyed the warm weather in the southern states. Skyping 
with her parents back in Lapland, she found that the temperature 
there was minus 22° C (or minus 8° F).
 And of course there were educational differences. Finnish 
universities favor a more independent means of study than most 
American institutions. Finnish students have fewer assignments and 
exams, generally taking an exam or submitting a paper at the end  

of the course.
 “They tend to treat people more like adults,” Martinek says. “The 
expectation is you learn the way you want to learn, and we’ll test you 
at the end.” 
 Sanna misses the freedom of study in Finland, which allows for 
more flexibility, but she appreciates more frequent “checks” along 
the way. “You can’t fall behind,” she says, “and that is good.”
 Sanna, majoring in cultural anthropology, picked up criminal 
justice courses during her semester at UNCG, including Dr. Sandra 
Westervelt’s class on deviant behavior. Oulu doesn’t offer those 
courses. 
 Martinek’s courses at Oulu, Scandinavian Studies, also offered 
him general education classes he wouldn’t find in the U.S. He took 
classes in art, history, music and literature, enjoying frequent excur-
sions to cities like Helsinki and Stockholm, and even a research sta-
tion in northeast Finland.
 “It was a combination of lectures and hands-on stuff,” he says. 
“You couldn’t pick a better way to learn.”
 He was humbled to find that most Finns speak English and at 
least one other language in addition to their native tongue. 

 Sanna started learning English in the third grade. In fifth grade, 
she had to choose between German and Swedish courses. At Finnish 
universities most textbooks are in English.
 “I had ordered a Finnish phrasebook and learned a few words, 
but I was running into people whose English was as good or better 
than mine,” Martinek says. “At first I was a bit critical and cynical 
about how we handle language education over here, but Finnish 
students would say, ‘Don’t beat yourself up too much because out-
side of Finland, you’re not going to find a lot of people speaking 
Finnish.’”
 The program has seen shifts over the years as administrators at 
both universities made adjustments to meet the needs of their students. 
 “There are trends that come and go,” Martinek says. “There’s 
been a lot of energy and time and commitment to allowing more 
education majors to go abroad, and those numbers have spiked dra-
matically over the past five years. The Finnish system is a model for 
the world as far as educational styles and systems.”
 Martinek takes pride in the relationships International Programs 
has established across the globe. Some, like UNCG-Oulu, began with 
chance encounters between the right two people.
 “I wish we had that napkin for our archives,” he says. g

T W E N T Y  Y E A R S  O F  E X C H A N G E S   Students who made the trek 
to Finland, including Tom Martinek ‘97, shared images from their 
time abroad. Martinek, who is now UNCG’s assistant director for 
study abroad, is on the far left in the photo directly below.

Dinner for two, ad venture for thousands

“The mantra has always been that if you can 
afford to study at UNCG, you can afford to study 
abroad. The program was designed for anyone, 
not just financially privileged people.”
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[         }Marking an anniversary  Check out a
 video that celebrates the anniversary of this thriving
 partnership.  alumnimagazine.uncg.edu

http://alumnimagazine.uncg.edu
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 Luckily for these college students, they don’t have to travel 
far. Gabriel is one of two faculty-in-residence in Spartan Village, 
UNCG’s newest residential community.
 Students moved into three of the four buildings that make 
up Spartan Village in the fall. The fourth building, which was 
destroyed by an accidental fire during construction, opened this 
semester. All are located just off Lee Street. 
 So much of Spartan Village is new territory for UNCG: The 
buildings are the university’s first major expansion across the 
traditional boundary of the railroad tracks; the apartment-style 
rooms are unlike anything else on campus; and the two faculty-in-
residence are part of a growing trend to feed academic curiosity in 
the classroom and at home.  
 The newest residential halls are part of a goal to keep students 
on campus. After all, it is believed students who live on campus are 
more connected to the university and other students, more likely to 
graduate and generally more academically successful.  
 The fact that Spartan Village furthers the City of Greensboro’s 
goal to improve Lee Street is a plus. In 2008, the city passed the 
High Point Road/West Lee Street Corridor Plan, which called for a 
“strategy to coordinate significant public and private investment to 
overcome an existing decline in character, property values, business 
district strength, and neighborhood vitality.”
 You might think it would be hard to convince faculty to not only 
teach a full load, but also live amid students. Sarah Carrig, professor 
of Spanish, and Denise Gabriel, professor of theatre, say the idea 
excited them.
 “I thought it would be fun,” Carrig said. “I like to be here five 
days a week. It’s exciting to live in a new place. I’m interested in 
Glenwood, and I like interacting with students.”
 Carrig takes part in events organized by the RAs. She also plans 
small monthly get-togethers and one large event per semester. 

She has offered dinner in her home, followed by a trek to the 
Weatherspoon Art Museum to watch one of the sustainability 
movies offered throughout the semester; another time, she took 
students downtown to dinner at the Harlem Bistro and then took in 
a play about Martin Luther King Jr. at Triad Stage across the street. 
 One student expressed interest in Puerto Rico and it reminded 
Carrig of a documentary on the country. She invited interested 
students into her home for a Puerto Rican meal and then showed 
the documentary. “That’s the kind of thing I hope will happen more 
– events developing in as natural a way as possible.”
 Those who lived on campus years ago might recall house 
mothers. Those adults were on hand to handle whatever crises 
arose. These professors follow in those footsteps but with a 
significant difference – they are there to continue learning outside 
the classroom.
 Mentorship is nothing new to Denise Gabriel, the other 
faculty-in-residence. While Carrig lives with her husband and high 
school daughter, Gabriel shares her three-bedroom apartment 
with a graduate student who is interested in learning more about 
meditation and somatic studies in the arts.
 Mentorship is important to Gabriel and something she 
has committed to through the years. But the students she has 
mentored haven’t always been theatre majors. With an interest in 
international interdisciplinary studies, Gabriel has taken a music 
student and a language studies student under her wing. Both are 
now abroad: the music student is teaching English in Thailand and 
using her singing in class; the other student is using his Chinese 
while living in China. Gabriel talks to each student through Skype 
or Facetime every other week.
 “Teaching for me has been an art form,” she said. “It requires 
immediacy, trust and skillfulness. It’s serious fun.”
 A certified leader in sensory awareness and meditation, Gabriel 

S P A R T A N  V I L L A G E ’ S  four residence halls – Lee, Haywood, Union and Highland – are named for streets in the area. Students may opt to walk 
to campus but for those who prefer to take the bus, the Spartan Chariot and Spartan Village Express arrive every five minutes.

Spartan Village,  
UNCG’s newest residential community, 

makes students and faculty 
feel right at home. 

B Y  B E T H  E N G L I S H  ’ 0 7  M A L S ,  U N C G  M A G A Z I N E  E D I T O R

P H O T O G R A P H Y  B Y  C H R I S  E N G L I S H ,  P H O T O G R A P H Y  E D I T O R

A N D  D A V I D  W I L S O N ,  A S S I S T A N T  P H O T O G R A P H Y  E D I T O R

Three times a week, Denise Gabriel welcomes students into her home. Pairs of shoes pile up on the 
porch outside as students walk in and take spots on the floor or in one of the living room chairs to 

prepare for an exercise in sensory awareness or meditation.
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connections

Each week continues to bring me opportunities to interact with our 
alumni community. There have been many incredible experiences 
for me and our association. I struggle to rank one over another. Some 
highlights for me have included attending Spartan recruitment events 
and then reconnecting with the new students from those events when 
they come to campus to attend SOAR (Spartan Orientation, Advising 
and Registration). 

Introducing our alumni to each other outside of the university in 
social and professional settings has been especially gratifying for me. 
It is fascinating to see the power of the Spartan community when it 
connects. Each one of us can experience this phenomenon; simply 
wear your UNCG colors and you will be amazed at how quickly you 
are among friends of our university. 

Spartan sports teams continue to give us all an outlet to show our 
school pride as they compete around the country and the world. Our 
Greensboro alumni club sponsored a kickball team this past year. It 
was an eclectic group of people who probably never would have met 
outside that team. I am proud to say I was on it, and count many of 
my teammates among my dearest friends today. 

Homecoming this year was an amazing experience for me. I had 
the honor of escorting Chancellor Brady to her incredibly full 
schedule of events. This enabled me to get an up-close view of the 
many individuals and departments that work together to make 
Homecoming special and unique. As a part of Homecoming, Michael 
Garrett and I co-hosted our Women of Distinction dinner where 
UNCG honored 30 amazing alumnae from our Woman’s College 
years. I was humbled to be a part of this special night of celebration. 

Speaking at graduation is always an honor. Our December graduates 
included four members I have known virtually their entire lives. 
Having them in this class will always be a special memory for me. 

As we move into spring and our Class of ’64 Reunion, I challenge  
each of you to find your place here. I cannot encourage you enough 
to find a way to reconnect or strengthen your current connection. It 
is richly rewarding, and I look forward to hearing your stories in the 
months ahead.

J E F F  C O L L I N S  ’ 8 4  
UNCG Alumni Association President

Save the date 
HOMECOMING 2014, OCT. 27-NOV. 1
Last year, more than 2,000 alumni came out to experience all that 
Homecoming had to offer. New traditions, such as the Friday night 
bonfire and Saturday night fireworks, combined with a full slate of 
favorites to make an unforgettable event.
 Several people tweeted and posted pictures throughout the 
festivities using the #UNCGHC13 hashtag. A small sampling of what 
they had to say:

Ben Huff @ben_huff   Oct 27
My last Homecoming here at #UNCG has been amazing! 
#uncghc13 http://instagram.com/p/f_B53kLXlb/ 

Sara Richmond @SaraLRichmond Oct 26
I think this year’s homecoming has been my favorite out of 
all my years at uncg :) #uncghc13

Sean Goheen @seangoheen  Oct 26
Minerva smiled upon #UNCG with beautiful weather for 
#uncghc13! #nofilter http://instagram.com/p/f8Ehogil_Z/ 

Lexi Tisher @nurse_lexi   Oct 26
tied for Christmas for the best day of the year: UNCG 
Homecoming! #uncghc13 

See a slideshow of memorable Homecoming 2013 moments at 

HOMECOMING.UNCG.EDU/HMCMNG

• The buildings house 800 residents.

• Buildings are locked. Access is gained with a  
 Spartan Card, keyed for Spartan Village   
 residents.

• A pedestrian underpass, which gives students  
 a pathway underneath the railroad tracks, is  
 expected to be complete this spring. 

• A new police station is under construction at  
 the underpass and is expected to be complete  
 this summer.

• Most apartments have four bedrooms, and  
 each resident has his or her own room.   
 However, two- and three-bedroom suites are  
 also available.

• Each apartment has a living room and kitchen,  
 and each building has a common kitchen for  
 community activities.

• Each building has elevators but residents must  
 swipe their Spartan Card to access them.  

• Haywood Hall has a front desk staffed seven  
 days a week.

• The Center for Youth, Family and Community  
 Partnerships is located in Spartan Village   
 office space. 

• Lee Residence Hall has interior storage space  
 for bikes. It is also the site of the learning   
 community for transfer students.

• The back of Haywood Hall opens onto a   
 porch with rocking chairs so students can   
 enjoy the trees and green space. 

• According to the Campus Enterprises web   
 site, an independent economic analysis   
 conducted for UNCG estimates that between  
 2014 and 2023, Spartan Village will have a   
 combined economic impact of more than   
 $590 million.

offers both practices on campus and has done so with many other universities and 
theatres before moving to Greensboro in 2009. 
 “There’s an ongoingness that happens with students when students know a 
person has created a space such as the home I live in now. They will arrive when 
they need to find quiet or meet themselves.”
 Even in the first semester of living at Spartan Village she had students show 
up on her doorstep because she’s let residents know they are welcome there. “I just 
witness and listen.”
 Gabriel respects the different roles of RAs and faculty-in-residence and 
appreciates the way both work together to provide a healthy environment for 
students. Last semester, she and 14 Spartan Village residents enjoyed a night of 
laughter at the campus production of “Spamalot.” 
 “I am grateful that the university asked me to be part of this residential 
community and so very happy to be living in Spartan Village on Lee,” she said. “I 
like so much how the breadth and depth of being there and sharing with the students 
in the Glenwood neighborhood wakes me up.”

Denise Gabriel, professor of 
theatre, is one of two faculty-in-
residence at Spartan Village.

T H R E E  T I M E S  A  W E E K , Denise Gabriel invites students into her Union Hall apartment to practice sensory awareness or meditation. Sarah Carrig, 
faculty-in-residence in Haywood Hall, plans monthly get-togethers and one large event each semester. 

g

http://homecoming.uncg.edu/hmcmng
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1930s
ANNA MAE KORNEGAY GUILL ’35 will 
celebrate her 100th birthday on April 
9, 2014. 

Alumni deaths
MAUDE TERRELL MILES ’31
EVELYN MURPHY MCNEILL SIMS ’31
MARJORIE FIELD FOIL ’33
MARGARET WEEKS HAMMOND ’33
KATHARINE LAMBE LEIGH ’33
MARY HERRINGTON PATRICK ’33
ELLA RABY CILLEY ’34
CONNIE CARTRETTE GIBSON ’34
ADELAIDE FORTUNE HOLDERNESS ’34
ALYS MAE FULLER HONEY ’34X
MARY HAZEL THOMPSON LUCAS ’35
JANE GAW RAGLAND ’36
SARAH AMBROSE WISE ’36
MIRIAM MILLER WARSHAUER ’36
ANNIE HILL ALSPAUGH HUNTER ’37C
EVELYN “EVIE” TART STRUTHERS ’37
CHRISTINE PLEASANT DENNING ’38C
CORA LOUISE HARRIS ’38
FRANCES HORNER BROWN ’39
MARY EPPS CHEEK ’39
LOUISE PARISH FURR ’39C   
 

1940s
 
 
Alumni deaths
VIRGINIA GARDNER BECKER ’40
MARY FRANCES HAWKINS DOUGHTIE ’40
MARION ELIZABETH FISHER ’40
LOIS BARNES HUBBELL ’40
HELEN “FRANKIE” RANKIN  
 BRAFFORD ’41
CHRISTINE ROYAL GASKINS ’41
SHIRLEY DOROTHY HARRIS HAMME ’41X
LOUISE ALEXANDER HARRIS ’41
SALLIE THOMAS SEWELL HURDLE ’41X 
LUCY THAYER KOONTZ ’41X
MARY MICKEY LEEDS ’41
JULIA PASCHALL MAUZÉ ’41
NANCY BLANTON STALLCUP ’41
DOT WARD TEMPLETON ’41
EDITH “EDIE” HOPKINS THORN ’41
MARY WATERS WYATT ’41
JUNE CHILDS ALEXANDER ’42
WILLENA SCHOENE KEAN ELMORE ’42
ISABEL EDMUNDS GILLESPIE ’42
VIOLET HEFNER HORNE ’42
MARJORIE JOHNSON JOHNSON ’42
ELIZABETH “BETTY” MURRAY O’NEAL  
 MELBY ’42
JULIA CAROLINE GUION MITCHELL ’42
HOLLER STEPHENSON OSBORNE ’42C
HELEN FRANCES MORGAN  
 WILKINSON ’42X

C O M P I L E D  B Y  T H E  O F F I C E  O F  A L U M N I  R E L A T I O N S

gradtidings

She’s got game - and she’s brought it full circle
How often do you get to return to the site of 
your greatest achievement? And top it in a 
whole new way.
      In the late ‘80s, A N G E L A  P O L K -
J O N E S  ‘ 8 9 ,  ‘ 0 7  M S A  scorched her way 
through the UNCG Women’s Basketball 
record books. She led her team to the Div. 
III Final Four. She was named First Team 
All American. A quarter century later, she 
remains the all-time leading scorer for the 
Spartan women with 1,585 points. She’s 
second all-time in rebounds and third in 
steals. She holds the team’s record for most 
points in a season with 554.
      Today, she’s doing something bigger, 
once again in UNCG’s HHP Building. Angela 
is in her third year as founding principal of 
the Middle College at UNCG.
      The school’s focus is on health and life 

sciences. The young people may become nurses, pharmacists, doctors, nutritionists. 
 “Our vision for the students is to be college, career and life ready,” she explains. At this middle college they 
have the opportunity to earn up to two years of college credits, primarily medical and/or health related, while at 
the same time meeting some of their high school graduation requirements through those college classes.
 The concession stand that fed fans at halftime when she played now prepares lunch for her students. Where 
she and her teammates would take road trips, her students take Friday field trips - to hospitals, clinics, labs, 
businesses. On the second floor landing where she studied before practice, her students collaborate and read. 
 The Middle College started with one class - ninth-graders - and has added one class each year. In the 
coming year, it will have all four grades - 200 students. “That is very exciting - and a little scary.”
 Angela taught in elementary schools before becoming an assistant principal - and now a principal. She 
coached basketball at Grimsley High School before being a Spartan assistant under her former coach, Lynne Agee.
 No one at UNCG had a bigger impact on her than Coach Agee. “She was like a second mom for us. She 
made it really feel like we were a family,” Angela says. “I grew up in the projects, in a single parent home, with 
seven siblings. She exposed us to cultural things ... the things I didn’t see as a kid.”
 In turn, Angela is helping expose middle college students to things they’ve never experienced. Being on a 
university campus. Internships. Learning about health careers.
 Now, the school’s small team of teachers and staff are like a family. They all put in long hours to ensure 
success. She works 10- to 12-hour days, sometimes more. But when she can catch a game, she does.
 Her No. 34 jersey hangs in the Fleming Gym rafters. Hers was the first ever retired at UNCG in any sport.
 It’s actually just outside her third floor HHP office. You can’t see it from her office. But when a game is on, 
and the office is quiet, you can hear the echo of the crowds.

profile

[               }Share your news     Visit us online and click on “Submit a class note.” 
alumnimagazine.uncg.edu

You also can mail your information to Class Notes, UNCG Magazine,  
UNCG Alumni Relations, PO Box 26170, Greensboro, NC  27402-6170. 

connections

In good company
When reunion weekend comes April 11-12, the Class of 1964 will 
be welcomed into a distinguished group – the Vanguard Society.
 The Vanguard Society includes all graduates of 50 years or 
more. Starting this year, each member of the Class of 1964 and 
all graduates of 50 years or more attending the Grand Reunion 
Brunch will receive a commemorative Vanguard Society Medal.  
This tradition will continue each year as a new 50-year reunion 
class is welcomed into the society.
 “The Vanguard Society members will be invited to continue 
their relationship with UNCG beyond their 50-year reunion,” says 
Mary Landers, executive director of the UNCG Alumni Association. 
“We will be providing opportunities for these graduates to attend 
programs on campus, gather in surrounding cities and perhaps 
help us plan alumni destination events such as a weekend by the 
sea. The Alumni Association will grow richer from the relationships 
reignited through this very special reunion experience.”

Block out May 14 as a night to mix and mingle with elected officials and 
support your alma mater.
 The second annual North Carolina General Assembly reception will 
give alumni and friends a chance to make connections and educate 
elected officials about UNCG’s contributions to economic development, 
breakthroughs in scientific research, development of future leaders and 
service to the people of our state, nation and world.
 The reception is a Spartan Legislative Network (SLN) event. SLN is 
an organization of alumni, faculty, staff, students, parents and friends 
who support UNCG. The network’s mission is to promote the university 
as one of the flagship institutions of the UNC system and as a leader in 
higher education globally.  

 Last year, 145 people turned out for the General Assembly reception, 
which this year coincides with the opening day of the legislative session. 
State legislators, Greensboro elected officials and Chancellor Linda P. 
Brady are expected to attend.  
 Cost to attend the reception is $10, which covers a bus ride to 
Raleigh, heavy hors d’oeuvres, and wine and beer. Participants will be 
given talking points to discuss with elected officials. 
 The reception will be held 6-8 p.m. at the Cardinal Club’s north 
dining room, 150 Fayetteville St., Raleigh.
 To register for the event or for more information on how to become 
a member of the SLN, contact Mary Swantek at (336) 256-2011 or 
m_swante@uncg.edu.

Meet your legislators (and encourage them to support UNCG)

FIVE WAYS 
We know you’re proud of your alma mater. Show 
that pride with a few simple actions. Five ideas to 
get you started:

  Have your bragging points ready when 
  someone asks you about UNCG

  Hang your diploma in your office/workspace

  Nominate someone for an alumni award

  Attend an athletic activity

  Like us on Facebook

5
kk1

kk2

kk3

kk4

kk5

Looking for more ideas? Turn to the UNCG 
Alumni Association, a lifelong resource that 
connects members to the campus and to 
one another. alumni.uncg.edu

http://alumni.uncg.edu
http://alumnimagazine.uncg.edu
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A D E L A I D E  F O R T U N E  H O L D E R N E S S  ’ 3 4 , a Greensboro native with a long record 
of service to UNCG, died Dec. 14, a month short of her 101st birthday.
      Adelaide served on the UNC Board of Governors, which oversees the 16 state 
universities. She was elected vice chairwoman in 1976 and became the first woman to 
hold that post. In 1982, she was named Greensboro’s Woman of the Year.
      Adelaide devoted much of her energy to UNCG. She told a UNCG interviewer 
in 1990 about attending Woman’s College during the Depression, about her love of 
history and about her fondness for the professors.
      Adelaide in later life served on the university’s board of trustees and as president 
of the alumni association. She also helped endow several scholarships, including the 
Holderness Fellowship for graduate students.

 Chancellor Linda Brady called Holderness “the personification of our university’s motto — ‘service.’
“For almost 80 years,” Brady told the News & Record, “she was a passionate advocate for our university, 
serving and supporting every aspect of our endeavor.”
 According to her obituary, she and her husband, Chick, would often tell their children “service is the 
rent we pay for God’s gift of living on this earth.” 
 In the mid-1990s, Adelaide was co-leader, along with Mike Weaver, of the university’s centennial 
campaign. The university’s Holderness/Weaver Award is named in their honor. The award honors a 
North Carolina resident who has rendered distinguished public service.
 She was on campus even in her 90s, when she audited classes in the humanities, according to the 
News & Record.
 “She loved learning until the day she died, practically,” Sandra Davis, one of her three daughters, 
told the newspaper.

passages

MARY NELL MERONEY WEST ’57 in 
the death of her husband, Robert A. 
“Bobby” West.

SYLVIA SHELTON GROGAN ’58 in the 
July 4, 2013, death of her husband, John 
Everett Grogan, former mayor of Eden.

POLLY YOUNG RAFII ’58 in the death of 
her husband.

1960s
JORETTA KENNERLY KLEPFER ’63 
and her husband, Robert Klepfer 

Greensboro. Betty is festival director of 
Grassroots Productions Limited, which 
also produces the annual Fun Fourth 
Festival.

ANNE PRINCE CUDDY ’64, a lifeguard 
and swimming instructor at the 
Durham YMCA, teaches a swimming 
class for adults who fear the water. She 
is retired from IBM.

BONNIE DEAN DOTY ’64 is the Edisto 
and Beyond Tour artist. Her works 
were featured in December at the 
Edisto Island Museum. The seven-year 
retrospective featured watercolors, 
oils and mixed media. She and her 
husband, Bud, retired to Edisto Island 
and placed a conservation easement on 

their property to guarantee that there will 
always be natural vistas.

HARRIETTE LINE THOMPSON ’66 MM 
performed a recital of the works of 
Frederic Chopin at Myers Memorial United 
Methodist Church in Gastonia. A concert 
pianist, she has toured New Zealand, 
Australia, Southeast Asia, Europe and the 
United States. She has served as summer 
music director for the Aspen Chapel 
in Colorado since 1977. She has run 14 
marathons in San Diego, beginning in 1998 
when she was 76 years old. She celebrated 
her 90th birthday in April.

WILLIAM PITT ROOT ’67 MFA released  
a new collection of poetry titled “Strange 
Angels.” He earlier published “Sublime 

Jr., celebrated their 50th wedding 
anniversary with a two-week tour of 
England and Scotland. Upon their 
return, they hosted a reception for 
family and friends. The couple work 
together at the Tannenbaum-Sternberger 
Foundation.

CAROL WEIR PETERSON ’63 serves on 
the Greater Asheville Regional Airport 
Authority. Carol spent 30 years working 
in the Asheville City Schools and has 
served on numerous political and non-
profit boards. She is a former member 
of the Buncombe County Board of 
Commissioners.

BETTY CONE ’64X coordinated the 21st 
annual Festival of Lights in downtown 

Adelaide Holderness, alumna and UNCG advocate, dies

LORRAINE JOHNSTON HOUGH ’46
ELIZABETH “BETTY” HOUSTON  
 MAXWELL ’46
AMY SHAW MCCALL ’46
GRACE PARKER WARD ’46C 
MARGARET “RUTH” BRAWLEY  
 CALLISON ’47
MARY BECK ROGERS ’47C
REBECCA JANE WALKER SHEPARD ’47
NELL LANETTE HOLLIDAY DONOVAN ’48
ZANA GROOME FAIRCLOTH ’48
MARGARET “PEGGY” OLIPHANT  
 DONALD HILL ’48
BERNICE MCMURRY HOYLE ’48
WANDA TROGDON ILDERTON ’48X
MIRIAM SCOTT MAYO ’48
STELLA ELIZABETH “LIB” KITTRELL  
 PROCTOR ’48
JANE SILER WHITE ’48
MARY THOMAS “TOMMIE” HAITHCOCK  
 ABBOTT ’49
ELIZABETH BARDEN BREMER  
 BEHRENDS ’49
MIRIAM REILLEY BELL ’49
VERGIE ALLEN CLAYTON ’49C
JEAN C. WHEELER CROWE ’49
MARTHA WESTMORELAND FRINK ’49
SALLY ANN GOODWIN IKELER ’49
CLARENCE CALL BOREN JONES ’49
MARY ROBINSON LOWRY ’49
ANNE P. MCIVER ’49
JOY CULBRETH MORRISON ’49
BETTIEJANE GUNN SANDS ’49

Sympathy is extended to 
LUCILLE “CINDY” THOMAS WOODWARD 

Golf Course. Jan launched the women’s 
golf program in 1978.

LEE HALL ’55 was featured in an 
exhibition at the Jerald Melberg Gallery 
in Charlotte, her first solo exhibition 
in 32 years. Lee donated all her work 
– more than 300 finished paintings 
– to support the development and 
educational programs of the Bechtler 
Museum of Modern Art in Charlotte. 
The Melberg Gallery, which is selling 
the paintings for the Bechtler, displayed 
Lee’s work at shows in New York, 
Chicago and Miami.

CAROLYN CROUSE REGISTER ’55, ’68 
was nominated by the Moore County 
Extension and Community Association 
(ECA) to the ECA Hall of Fame. 
Carolyn has served as the Guilford 
County Assistant Home Economics 
Extension agent, the Forsyth County 
Home Economics Extension agent, 
the Cooperative Extension district 
supervisor and an associate professor 
at N.C. State. She is a member of the 
Moore County ECA, where she served 
as president, taught classes and raised 
funds for 4-H.

Alumni Deaths
REBECCA KIRBY ALLMOND ’50
DOROTHY “DOT” PARKS COLHARD ’50X 
ANN SHERRON BLANK ’51X
MARGARET MARTIN GOODRICH ’51
LOUISE GRIFFIN HILL ’51
ANN MILLER KEITH ’51
FLORA MCIVER TRULOVE ’51
DOROTHY “DOT” WINTERS JONES ’52
ROSA LITTLE PORTER ’52
EMILY CHEEK CARTER ’53, ’61 MED
CAROL STOCKARD FRAY ’53
ANNE “NANCY” POWER ’53
SUE HARRIS SHUGART TAEUBER ’53
JOYCE LEE YOUNG TYNDALL ’53
PAULA WHITAKER CALHOUN ’54X
MARILYN MASON CARAH ’54 MED
ETHEL MAE DOWTY ’54
LOTA LEIGH HARRISON JOHNSON ’54
BARBARA MCLELLAN LOVELL ’54 
CAROLYN NELL KOONTS PITTS ’54
JOYCE ANN TAYLOR ’54
MABLE HAMRICK WHISNANT ’54
PEGGY WOLFE MEBANE ’55
JANET DIXSON TURVEY ’55
ELIZABETH ANNE CURTIN WILSON ’55X
REBECCA WALKER HORLEY ’56
HERBERTA “HERBIE” M. LUNDEGREN  
 ’56 MED
JO ANN WILEY WEST ’56C
LUCILLE ANN STEPHENSON ’57
ANN HARRIS SUMRELL ’57
VIRGINIA JULIENE METTERS PADGETT ’58
MARY ANNELLE CULPEPPER TIGNER ’58C
SARA CLEGG COX ’59

Sympathy is extended to 
KATHARINE HARRINGTON SMITH ’52 in 
the Nov. 4, 2013, death of her husband, 
Miles James Smith Jr.

TRILBY BOERNER WALLACE ’53 in the 
Nov. 20, 2013, death of her husband, 
Lewis Wallace.

HENRIETTA BRUTON HUFFINES ’55 in 
the Oct. 17, 2011, death of her husband, 
William “Bill” Davis Huffines, MD.

’42 in the death of her husband, Adin 
Kent Woodward.

ADELLA WILLIAMS CUMBIE ’44X in 
the death of her husband, Albert M. 
Cumbie.

JULIA HILL GUNN ’45 in the May 13, 
2013, death of her husband, Lawrence 
Jennings Gunn.

ESTHER SMITH ARNE ’47 in the July 29, 
2011, death of her husband, Harold 
Oivind “Harry” Arne.

GRACE TEMPLE SEAT ’47 in the May 
20, 2012, death of her husband, Robert 
Carroll Seat.

AGNES KNULL CANTWELL ’48 in the 
Nov. 10, 2013, death of her husband, 
Richard Speer Cantwell.

1950s
ANNE MCKNIGHT ’50 retired from her 
career as a piano teacher following a 
recital in May.

VIRGINIA D. ALBRITTON NYE ’51 is 
living in a retirement community in 
Fort Wayne, Ind., after retiring from the 
Town of Clear Lake.

JAN STERN UNGER ’53 was honored by 
the Rutgers University Women’s Golf 
Program during the inaugural Unger-
DeBlasio Cup at the Rutgers University 
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MARY WILL HARRIS CLAYTON ’43
LOUISE POORE FRASER ’43
GENEVA “NINKY” SANDERS  
 KENDRICK ’43C
DORIS ELAINE RICHARDSON OWENS ’43
CONSTANCE MILLER SWEENEY ’43
MAHLON HEDRICK ADAMS ’44X
NORMA ELLEDGE COAN ’44X
ANN BATTLE GUSTIN ’44
MARGARET FANT HOLDER ’44X
LUCILLE K. “GOLDEY” KUGLER  
 MAHAN ’44
DORIS RATLEY OLIVER ’44
KATHERINE DAVIS SMITH ’44
MARY CAROLINE CABELL TUCKER ’44
DAISY LAWRENCE WIGGINS ’44X
LAURA ANNE LYON CONNELLY ’45
CAMILLA VAUGHAN GRIFFIN  
 HERLEVICH ’45
LOIS HUTTON KEELS ’45
WILMA JOYCE MOODY OVERBEEK ’45
KATHERINE “KITTY” SIMPSON  
 RUGGLES ’45
ELIZABETH WEBSTER BRANDON ’46
JEAN CORDELIA BRUTON ’46C
DALE WARMATH CLYMER ’46X
VIRGINIA MARIE MADSEN DANIEL ’46
ELIZABETH ROE GLENN ’46
ANN RICHARDSON HAYS ’46

7  Two UNCG School of Music graduates reunited to 
perform together in New York City. Constance 
“Connie” Lankford Chase ’76 and Erin Smith ’01 sang 
Handel’s “L’Allegro, il Penseroso ed il Moderato” 
under the direction of international conductor 
Nicholas McGegan at Lincoln Center’s White Light 
Festival. Erin and Connie performed as part of the 
Riverside Choral Society Chamber Singers.
 Erin and Connie first met in 2010 under similar 
circumstances, singing for Lincoln Center’s Mostly 
Mozart Festival. In rehearsal one day, Connie noticed 
the UNCG class ring on Erin’s hand, and the sharing 
of music school stories and legends ensued.
 Erin teaches elementary vocal/general music in 
northern New Jersey. An avid choral artist, Erin sings 
in professional choral engagements throughout New 
Jersey and New York City. She is the soprano 
section leader for the Riverside Choral Society of 
New York City. 
 Connie is director of the West Point Glee Club at 
the U.S. Military Academy, as well as artistic director 
of the Connecticut Chamber Choir. Connie is an 
adjunct faculty member in applied voice at Western 
Connecticut State University’s School of Visual and 
Performing Arts in Danbury. A former member of the 
Riverside Choral Society, Connie sings with the 
Chamber Singers for special engagements.

7

3  David Haynes ’82, center, asked the UNCG spirit team to help cheer on 1,600 children in the “Go Far 
Club” 5K road race. Go Far is a children’s 12-week fitness program designed to combat childhood 
obesity. 4  Kenneth M. Blake ’73 with his family, from left to right: daughter Ashley Kay Blake, wife Belinda 
Kay Wright-Blake, and daughter Jan DeLaura Blake. Ken is a business/labor law consultant and president/
owner of Blake Consulting, LLC, and president/owner of Staffing Force of the Triad. Ken also serves the 
Heart of Carolina Region of the American Red Cross in Disaster Services. 5  Raleigh-area alumnae 
serving on their 1964 class reunion planning committee meet monthly for lunch. Committee members 
include: (seated, from left) Jean Abernethy Poston, Ann Yarbrough Frazier, Jane Francum Johnson; 
(standing, from left) Anne Prince Cuddy, Judy Mock and Phyllis Snyder Piluso. 6  Mary Peele McDonald 
’42 and Adele Peele Clark ’38 live in Scotia Village Retirement Community in Laurinburg, NC.

1  Linda Carol Rees ’64 and Edward Joseph Baxter were 
married Aug. 31, 2013. They live in La Jolla, Calif.  2  Past 
and current presidents of the UNCG Alumni Association got 
together for a luncheon in the fall. They are: (seated, from 
left) Ann Tate ’68, Ann McCracken ’60, Jana Wagenseller 
’76; (standing, from left) Carol Matney ’63, Tom Martin ’70, 
Marirose Steigerwald ’84, Susan Whittington ’72, Jeff Colbert 
’84, ’86 MPA, Jeff Collins ’84 and Michael Garrett ’07. 
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sixth mystery novel – “Now You See 
It.” It is the third Grace Street mystery.

C. DIANE BRYAN-LEEPER ’75, ’91 
MSN is Educator of the Year for the 
Twin County Regional Chamber 
of Commerce. Diane is a professor 
of Practical Nursing at Wytheville 
Community College. She has taught 
for 16 years in the RN and LPN 
programs at the school. 

FRANCES MCCACHERN PAGE ’75 MM 
serves as a member of the Limestone 
College Board of Trustees. Frances 
graduated from Limestone in 1970. 
She is head of the Department of 
Communication and the Performing 
Arts at Meredith College, where she 
also serves as coordinator of music 
education.

PAMELA BLACKBURN NELSON ’76 is 
copy editor in the magazines and 
newsletters team at the American 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants 
in Durham. She writes a blog that is 
part of the American Copy Editors 
Society site, grammarguide.copydesk.org.

LYNN ERDMAN ’77 is the new CEO for 
the Association of Women’s Health, 
Obstetric and Neonatal Nurses 
(AWHONN). Her most recent positions 
have been head of cancer accreditation 
programs, Commission on Cancer 
(CoC), breast cancer accreditation 
programs, National Accreditation 
Program for Breast Centers (NAPBC) 
and the national cancer database 
nationwide for the American College 
of Surgeons. Before that Lynn was 
national vice president, community 
health for Susan G. Komen Global 
Headquarters. Lynn is also a member 
of the UNCG Board of Visitors.

CHRISTINE FRANKLIN ’78, ’80 
MA received the 2013 CAUSE 
(Consortium for the Advancement of 
Undergraduate Statistics Education) 
Lifetime Achievement Award from the 
United States Conference on Teaching 
Statistics. Christine is senior lecturer, 
undergraduate coordinator and Lothar 
Tresp Honoratus Honors Professor 
in the department of statistics of the 
Franklin College of Arts & Sciences at 
the University of Georgia.

DEBBIE MCGANN HEATON ’78 is the 
new director of development with 
The Partnership for the Delaware 
Estuary. She previously held the same 
position at the Delaware Center for 
the Contemporary Arts. She received 
the Sierra Club’s William E. Colby 
Award in September for two decades 
of service to the organization.

ALICE SINK ’78, ’81 MFA published 
her 22nd book – “On This Day in 
Piedmont Triad History,” a collection 
of one-page narratives for each day of 
the year. She scoured through years of 
The (Lexington) Dispatch’s archives to 
gather the true stories for the book. She 
also recently published “The Girls Next 
Door,” the story based on a High Point 
church congregation and the girls who 
work next door at a strip club.

KIM CHURCH ’79 is appearing at 
readings and literary festivals 
promoting her debut novel, “Byrd.” 
Set partly in Greensboro, the story is 
a fractured family history of a child 
given up for adoption.

SHARON ALLRED DECKER ’79, North 
Carolina Secretary of Commerce, 
gave the keynote address at the first 
Community Prayer Breakfast organized 
by the Tom A. Finch Community and J. 
Smith Young YMCA.

MARY MARGARET FLINN ’79 held a 
book-signing in Duck and Nags Head 
for her fourth book – “A Forever 
Man.” A speech pathologist with the 
North Carolina public schools, Mary 
began writing in 2009. She received 
the Reader Views Literary Award  
2012 Reviewers Choice Honorable 
Mention in the romance category for 
“A Forever Man.” 
 
Alumni deaths
LAURA GAIL SEXTON BREARLEY ’70
SHEILA RAYE COBB BUTT ’70
GENELLE “COACH SAM” SAMUELSON  
 ’70 MED
CAROLYNE WYCHE MARTIN WILSON  
 ’70 MA
GLORIA LEE SHERWOOD HAHN ’71
LELIA ANN MCMICHAEL WOOD ’71
ANNE CLARK BULLARD ’73
JUDITH KELLEY FELTY ’73 MSBE
GARRISON S. HUPP ’73 MA
WILLIAM H. MITCHELL JR. ’73 MA
CATHERINE BRYAN SLOAN ’73 MED
ROXALINE MCQUAGUE STILES ’73
TERESA JEAN SMITHERMAN ’74
WILLIAM M. SOMERS ’74
MARY JEAN “HAPPY” HANCE BROWN  
 ’75 MED
WILLIAM “BILL” C. DENMARK ’75 EDD
NEIL ANDERSON “ANDY” MORGAN ’75
KATHERINE “KATHY” WOOTEN ’75 MED
FAYE FLOYD MARKS ’76 MED
LORRAINE BEATY MILLIKEN ’76 MLS
SHIRLEY ANN WHITE SALMON ’76
PEGGY MILLER ZAKOS ’76
TERESA “TERRI” WILLIAMS CORE ’77
WALTER “WALT” LOUIS THIES ’77 MBA
RUTH ELAINE JONES ’78
PAULA COGDELL MELVIN ’78
MICHAEL “MIKE” ALAN SABISTON ’78
JOHN HOWARD RICHMOND ’79 MBA
WILLIAM L. “BILL” RUSSELL ’79 EDD 

Sympathy is extended to 
MARY WEEKS DAIL ’70X in the May 13, 
2013, death of her husband, Rodney 
Lee Dail.

LOUISE PUGH CORDER ’72 MED in the 
Nov. 28, 2013, death of her husband, 
LEO DANIEL CORDER ’67 MED.

JENNIE TYSON MILLS ’78 in the Sept. 
9, 2012, death of her husband, Archie 
L. Mills.

1980s
ANGELO FRASIER ’80X, a personal 
trainer at Pivotal Fitness in Charleston, 

gradtidings
SANDS HETHERINGTON ’72 MFA, 
creator of the “Night Buddies” series 
of children’s books, spoke about his 
characters and read from two of his 
award-winning books at the Children’s 
Museum of Alamance County.

BRENDA P. PAYNE ’73 MED retired as 
a guidance counselor at Southern 
Alamance High School. She worked 
for 44 years with the Alamance 
County Schools.

PATSY KERR WILSON ’73 retired 
after more than 29 years in public 
education. Known as the “Star Lady,” 
Patsy worked for 17 years with the 
Margaret C. Woodson Planetarium. 
She remains active as a planetarium 
consultant and as a member of the 
Carolina Association of Planetarium 
Educators and the Southeastern 
Planetariums Association. She also 
serves as registrar for the N.C. State 
Science Fair.

ANGELA ROSE ’74 is Teacher of the Year 
for the Perquimans County Schools. 
A teacher for more than 30 years, she 
teaches at Perquimans County High 
School. Angela also was named the 2010 
Teacher of Excellence for Exceptional 
Children for the school system.

JANE TESH ’74 MED published her 

One-Life Gift Annuity Rates
AGE 60 4.4% AGE 70 5.1% AGE 80 6.8%

Two-Life Gift Annuity Rates
60/60 3.9% 70/70 4.6% 80/80 5.7%

Honoring 
the past. 
Investing in 
the future.

Ann Fisher is a veteran of the United States Armed Forces, a history buff and a 
lover of libraries. Even though she did not attend UNCG herself, she was thrilled to 
learn that the university hosts an acclaimed program that combines those passions: 
The Betty H. Carter Women Veteran’s Historical Project. When exploring ways to 
support the project, which documents the contributions of women in the military 
and related service organizations since World War I, Ann discovered the benefits of 
a charitable gift annuity.

“I’m thinking about the future. I’m happy to support the project and 
the library, and I am earning interest and enjoying tax advantages 
along the way.”– Ann Fisher 

Let our skilled and knowledgeable gift planners help you make your 
own vision for giving a reality. Charitable gift annuities like Ann’s can 
provide you with a significant yearly income while also helping the 
university further its goals of service, access and academic 
excellence. 

J. Lee Knight, JD
UNCG Director of Gift Planning
336.256.1277
Mobile: 336.339.1531 
Lee_Knight@uncg.edu

Barbara Wike ’80
Director of Development and 
Gift Planning, School of Health 
and Human Sciences
336.256.1272
Mobile: 336.404.8469 
Barbara_Wike@uncg.edu

For more information, please contact

In October, L E N A  G A L L I T A N O 
’ 6 5  spent three days cycling from 
Holly Springs to Atlantic Beach. 
Two years earlier, she rode across 
North Carolina for seven days. But it 
wasn’t just for her benefit. 
 It was for the birds. 
 Bike for Birds is one of a long 
line of activities Lena has undertaken 
to protect and preserve the habitats 
of wildlife.  Recently, the National 
Audubon Society awarded her with 
one of its top volunteer honors, the 
William Dutcher Award.
 An avid bird-watcher since 
1976, Lena initially joined the Wake Audubon Society for the 
programs and birding trips. Through the years, she has traveled 
with groups of like-minded people to watch birds in Bhutan, 
Costa Rica, Peru, Nicaragua, Honduras and Alaska. But her 
involvement didn’t stop there.
 “I don’t think you can just be a bird-watcher and not do 
something to help them,” she says.
 She started by joining a group of people challenging the zoning 
of a local Raleigh park – Horseshoe Farm. “They were planning to 
turn a significant natural area into a park with ballfields,” she says. 
“It didn’t make any sense.”

      They changed the minds of city 
leaders. The park is now considered a 
nature preserve, and it is participating 
in a program testing the nation’s first 
rating system for green landscape 
design, construction and maintenance.  
      Working with Wake Audubon, other 
opportunities for preservation followed. 
Lena worked with the city to make a 
wildlife meadow at Anderson Point 
Park. She spoke out against a Navy 
landing field that would have been 
constructed next to a national wildlife 
refuge in eastern North Carolina.
      “I just felt it wasn’t right,” she says.  

Birds add a lot of value to our lives, and these issues affect more 
than birds, Lena says. 
 She also volunteered to help create the NC Birding Trail, a 
driving trail that maps out bird-watching sites across the state. 
 Texas was the first place to have such a trail. On a visit to the 
state, Lena used their map and thought it was a cool idea. She 
came home and found four agencies were already working on it. 
She volunteered for a year until someone was hired full time. She 
still moderates its Facebook page. 
  “I’ve tried to make a difference,” Lena says. “My parents 
taught me to leave the world better than you found it.”

Taking a bird’s eye view 
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in Slovakia. The 13-minute elegy was 
Christopher’s memorial to Kennedy.  

Alumni deaths
MARY ELEANOR HOPE FARLOW ’60
JOYCE MARIE DUNAGIN ’61
ANN ROSS ABBEY LILES ’61X
JERRY ANN BECK CREEDLE ’63
EMILY PALL BERNSTEIN ’64
BETTY COX BLUME ’64
PAULETTA CRAIG FAUCETTE ’64X
BABS LANDSBERGER FEIDELSON ’64X
INA VON MCINNIS TABIBIAN ’64
GRETCHEN CHARLENE DAVIS ’65 
CHRISTINE HOLLAND HAMLIN ’65
JUDY CAROLYN MELTON ’65
MARY PAT BRYAN RAAB ’65
ANNIE LOU TODD HUTCHENS ’66 MED
ANITA MICHELLE VANDERSCHAAF   
 BORAK ’67
LEO DANIEL CORDER ’67 MED
ELLEN WHITE DAY ’67 MED
NEILL ANDREW DONAHUE ’67
JANE FRALEY KODACK ’67
NANCY MCINNIS VANDETT ’67, ’71 MED
FRED M. NEWMAN ’68
MARGARET ANN PREVETTE ’68
MARY SETTLE ADAMS ’69
JOYCE CROOKS BAILEY ’69
MARGARET AINSLEY BREWIN ’69
N. JANE INGRAM ’69
MADELEINE HOMER BYRUM MCNATT  
 ’69 MED

Sympathy is extended to 
DORIS TEAGUE MOTTINGER ’60, ’88 
MED in the Sept. 19, 2013, death of her 
husband, Walter T. Mottinger III.  

WANDA PRESSON STONE ’64 in the Feb. 
3, 2013, death of her husband, Cecil 
Lee Stone.

M.K. BAILEY WELLS ’64 in the Dec. 24, 
2013, death of her husband, Richard 
Wells.

ALEXA SMITH AYCOCK ’66X in the 
Oct. 16, 2013, death of her husband, 
William Preston Aycock II.

COKIE LEIGH BLAKE ’67 in the Jan. 11, 
2013, death of her mother, KATHARINE 
LAMBE LEIGH ’33, who was 100 
years old. Katharine was also the 
grandmother of SUSAN KATHARINE 
LEIGH ’91.

1970s
CHERYL OLIVER ’71 was re-elected 
mayor of Selma. She served on the 
Selma Town Council from 2007 to 2011 
before becoming mayor.

Blue: Selected Early Odes of Pablo 
Neruda.” William also serves as poetry 
editor of Cutthroat, A Journal of the 
Arts.

KATHRYN STRIPLING BYER ’68 MFA 
won the 2013 Roanoke-Chowan 
Award for Poetry for her poem titled 
“Descent.” The Roanoke-Chowan 
Group of Writers and Allied Artists is 
part of the North Carolina Literary and 
Historical Association.

JUDITH CROCKER BOOTH ’69 received 
the 2013 Western Regional Orchestra 
Teacher of the Year Award from the 
North Carolina Music Educators 
Association.

CHRISTOPHER C. TEW ’69 released 
“Elegy for Strings – November 1963” 
on the 50th anniversary of President 
John F. Kennedy’s assassination. Titled 
“American Reflections,” the CD features 
the elegy with some of Christopher’s 
other works, performed and recorded 
by the Bratislava Symphony Orchestra 
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programs. She also served as director 
to the Davidson County Workforce 
Development Board.

DOUG GOUGE ’81 is veterans’ services 
officer for the McDowell County 
Department of Social Services. Doug 
previously served as career technical 
education director for the McDowell 
County Public Schools. He is a veteran 
of the U.S. Navy.

CINDY JARRETT-PULLIAM ’81, ’84 MSN 
is nursing officer at Novant Health 
Forsyth Medical Center. Cindy 
previously served as director and 
program supervisor of the Guilford 
County Nurse Family Partnership.

RAYMOND L. KENNEDY JR. ’81 is vice 
president of the USO of Metropolitan 
New York. Raymond continues to direct 
theater performances in Wilmington at 
Thalian Hall. He is also in his third year 
as co-chair of the African Children’s 

Choir New York City Gala.

SANDRA RABY REDDING ’81, ’89 
MFA published her fourth book, a 
historic novel titled “Naomi Wise: A 
Cautionary Tale.” 

JERRY TOLLEY ’82 EDD received East 
Carolina University’s Outstanding 
Alumni Award. Jerry, who is Elon’s 
mayor and a former football coach 
at Elon College, received the award 
for his achievement and leadership 
in professional life and public affairs. 
Jerry received the Order of the Long 
Leaf Pine, North Carolina’s highest 
civilian award, in 1997.

JUNE L. BASDEN ’83 was named the 
Best Lawyers 2014 Greensboro Banking 
and Finance Law Lawyer of the Year. 
June is an attorney and a certified 
public accountant with more than 25 
years of experience in commercial 
finance and banking law. She is a fellow 

of the American College of Commercial 
Finance Lawyers. June serves on the 
boards of directors of Lawyers Mutual 
Liability Insurance Co. of North 
Carolina and the Triad Chapter of the 
Risk Management Association.

MARGARET FRANCES MOOSE ’83 
published the first two novels in her 
science fiction trilogy “The Annunaki 
Song of the Beginning.” The first 
book, “Eki,” and the second volume, 
“Empress,” will be followed with the 
third, “Earth,” in June 2014.

STEVE WILLIS ’83 MFA traveled to 
China for five weeks as part of the 
Fulbright-Hays Seminars Abroad 
program. Administered by the National 
Committee on U.S.-China Relations, 
the U.S. Department of Education and 
the Chinese Ministry of Education, the 
program provides American educators 
with an introduction to China’s 
history, culture and society. Steve is an 
associate professor of theater at Bennett 
College in Greensboro.

JOHNNY R. FARMER ’84 won election to 
a seat on the Stoneville Town Council. 
Johnny is director of Eden’s Parks and 
Recreation Department and serves on 
the board of directors for Rockingham 
County’s Tourism Development 
Authority.

WENDY KLUTZ ’84 is human resources 
director for the Davidson County 
Schools.  She previously served as the 
beginning teacher coordinator for the 
school system after serving as assistant 
principal at E. Lawson Brown Middle 
School.

SARAH LINDSAY ’84 MFA released her 
fourth full-length poetry collection 
titled “Debt to the Bone-Eating 
Snotflower.” Her first book, “Primate 
Behavior,” was a finalist for the 
National Book Award.

FRANCES WILSON SMYTH ’84 MED 
serves on the Martin-Tyrell Washington 
District Health Board. She is a family 
nurse practitioner with the Dare County 
Health Department. Frances also is 
an adjunct professor in the School of 
Nursing at East Carolina University.

CARTER H. BRADLEY ’85, ’91 MM 
retired after 30 years of service as a 
music specialist with the Guilford 
County Schools. He received eight 
teaching awards during his tenure. He 
will continue to freelance as a violist 
and pianist in Greensboro.

LINDA REEVES PALKO ’85 MM 
performed a flute recital as part of 
the Arts Spiritoso Concert Series at 
North Wilkesboro Methodist Church. 
She is a nationally board certified 
teacher for early to middle grades 
music and currently teaches middle 
school chorus and flute at C.C. Griffin 
Middle School in Concord. She also is 
a freelance flute soloist and chamber 
ensemble performer.

MICHAEL DOLIANITIS ’86 is vice 
president of operations with Resolve 
Partners LLC, a national background 
screening company. He has accepted 

responsibilities as chief compliance 
officer in the company’s Greensboro 
headquarters.

RONNY A. BELL ’87 MED, ’93  PHD 
and NATALIE PRIEST BELL ’88 MED 
established a scholarship fund at 
UNCG that will provide aid to 
American Indian students who want 
to pursue graduate studies in nutrition 
or health education – the Dr. Ronny 
A. and Natalie Priest Bell Scholarship. 
Ronny and Natalie both serve on 
UNCG’s Board of Visitors. 

BRIAN JAPP ’87X has been named coach 
of the Gate City FC, a minor-league 
expansion soccer team in the National 
Premier Soccer League. Brian, who 
led the UNCG Spartans to 1983 and 
1985 NCAA Division III national titles, 
played professionally after college, 
including for the Carolina Dynamo.

URSULA BROWN ROBINSON ’87, 
’97 MFA received a Greensboro 
NAACP Community Service Award 
at the branch’s NAACP Freedom 
Fund Banquet. The annual award 
is presented to an individual with 
cumulative support and action 
addressing issues and concerns of the 
African-American community within 
the framework, mission and vision of 
the NAACP in civil and human rights. 
Ursula is executive director for PACE 
of the Triad, a nonprofit health and 
human services agency. She is vice 
chair of the board of directors for the 
Guilford County Department of Social 
Services and a member of the Guilford 
County Commission on Aging.

JANE HARBINSON TEAGUE ’87 EDD 
received the Award of Honor from the 
Alexander County Board of Education. 
Jane retired from the Alexander County 
Schools after 39 years of service as 
a teacher, school psychologist and 
director of exceptional children’s 
programs. Upon her retirement, she 
also received the state’s highest honor 
– the Order of the Long Leaf Pine. Jane 
continues to serve the community and 
children with disabilities as interim 
exceptional children’s director in the 
Newton-Conover City Schools.

SHARON PHILLIPS PEARCE ’88, ’92 
MSN is president-elect of the board of 
directors of the American Association 
of Nurse Anesthetists. Sharon has 
served as vice president and a regional 
director with the AANA. She is a 
former president of the North Carolina 
Association of Nurse Anesthetists and 
chaired multiple committees on the 
state level. She is a certified registered 
nurse anesthetist with Carolina 
Anesthesia Associates.

JOHN MARK HORNE ’89 MBA is senior 
vice president/chief operating officer 
at Grand View Hospital in Sellersville, 
Pa. He joined Grand View in 1998 
and has overseen $90 million in 
construction and expansion during 
his tenure. He oversees nursing and 
all clinical care as well as the ancillary 
hospital departments. John serves 
on the Board of Visitors at Wingate 
University, where he recently received 
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A A R O N  W I L C O X  ’ 9 2 ,  ’ 9 4  M A  started off at 
UNCG as a math major. He lived in Warren Ashby 
Residential College, where he met his wife, Lucy. She 
was an art major. That’s when the shift happened. 
      Lucy worked in fibers, and Aaron found himself 
drawn to ceramics. 
      “I like the malleable nature of the material,” he 
says. “It has a self-adhesive quality which is unique. 
But then it’s fired to be hard and durable.”
      He also loves that it’s tied to years upon years of 
tradition and functionality.
      For the past 10 years, Aaron, who is an associate 
professor at UNC Wilmington, has created functional 
pots. One recent project involved giving away 50 

small pots with a request to use the work for seven days then write a response. He collected the responses 
and wrote an essay that was adapted and published in the March 2013 issue of Ceramics Monthly.
 But lately he has moved on to something completely different. A recent exhibition, “Bundles,” featured 
long slabs and strips of ceramics connected together, often with zip ties.
 In working on those sculptures, he super-charged the traditional process of firing the clay.
 The firing process typically takes two to five days of gradual heat increase and cool down. He built a 
small kiln and pumped up the heat to 2,400 degrees, condensing the firing to four hours. It was ready to 
unload the next morning. “I could work quickly,” he says. “I didn’t want to have to wait.”
 Aaron wrote in a grant application: “I built this work in a frenzy. It runs counter to the patience and 
care required in nearly every aspect of ceramics. Absolutely all of my concentration goes into choosing, 
placing, experimenting, connecting and building, and it all happens at once.”
 He made rules for himself: The pieces that were made in batches stayed together. Get as many 
elements as close together as possible. The elements could layer or could be connected at opposing angles 
with zip ties.
 He’s now creating more pieces, but this time he’s concentrating on density and layering – no holes to 
connect the elements.
 All of these pieces come from an idea that Aaron has been mulling over for the past 23 years – through 
his time at UNCG and then later at Cranbrook Academy of Art.
 “This is something I want to keep working on.”

literally unbeatable as a tennis player 
from the time she reached middle 
school all the way through Lexington 
Senior High School. She played tennis 
for two years at Peace College on a full 
scholarship before rheumatic fever cut 
short her career.

TOM J. KEALEY ’92 gave two readings 
for his new short story collection, 
“Thieves I’ve Known.” Tom won the 
Flannery O’Connor Award for Short 
Fiction in 2012 and, as part of the prize, 
had his short story collection published. 
Tom teaches fiction writing, graphic 
novels and creativity at Stanford 
University.

MEESHAY WILLIAMS-WHEELER ’92, 
’06 PHD is leading a study on obesity 
through N.C. A&T’s Department of 
Family and Consumer Sciences. She 
is an associate professor in the School 
of Agriculture and Environmental 
Sciences. Meeshay and the students 
are designing an intervention 
program to assist members of a faith 
community in Halifax County develop 
healthier lifestyles. Meeshay also 
developed a new classroom course – 
Nutrition and Gardening Education 
for Young Children.

MARY JOE CREECH ’93 is a curriculum 
coach at Glendale-Kenly Elementary 
School in Johnston County. She 
previously taught kindergarten at 
Cleveland Elementary School.

DANIEL L. FOUNTAIN ’93 MA, associate 
professor of history and director of the 
public history program at Meredith 
College, was the featured speaker for 
the 2013 Allan R. Sharp Religion in Life 
Series/Heritage Lecture. His lecture 
was titled “Christ in Chains: African 
American Slaves and Christianity.” 
Daniel serves as department head 
of history, political science, religious 
and ethical studies, and sociology at 
Meredith College. 

MARK TODD HAGENBUCH ’93 MBA, 
director of Guilford Technical 
Community College’s Small Business 
Center, is collaborating with the High 
Point Chamber of Commerce to deliver 
new programming for members on 
topics such as social media, cloud-
based business solutions and finding 
government contracts.

AMY HAGE JACOBS ’93 is celebrating 15 
years of marriage to Bruce Jacobs. They 
have three children.

RON LAW ’93 received the 2013 
Metrolina Theatre Association Award 
of Theatre Person of the Year. Ron is 
executive director of Theatre Charlotte 
and guided the organization to the 2008 
North Carolina Theatre Association 
Community Theatre Award and the 
2011 Metrolina Theatre Association 
Award as Theatre Company of the Year.

SETH POWERS ’93 is the new principal 
at Elise Middle School in Moore 
County. He previously served as 
principal at West Pine Elementary 
School. He is enrolled in the doctoral 
program at Fayetteville State University.

LORI EVANS ARMSTRONG ’94, ’09 MA 

won election to a seat on the Stoneville 
Town Council. Lori is an Employee 
Assistance Program consultant and GED 
instructor for Rockingham Community 
College. She serves on the board of 
directors for Help Inc.

HAMILTON WAYNE WILLIAMS JR. ’94 was 
a finalist in this year’s Edison Project 
competition sponsored by the Catawba 
County Chamber of Commerce. Hamilton 
purchased a 100-year-old building in 
downtown Morganton and renovated it 
into his new pottery studio and fine craft 
gallery. He has been a professional potter 
for 19 years.

MICHAEL CRAMER ’95, ’97 MBA is town 
manager of Carolina Beach. He previously 
served as a city manager in Michigan.

MARY MICHEL DALTON ’95 PHD was 
profiled in the Old Gold & Black, the 
Wake Forest University magazine. Mary 
is a professor of communication, film 
studies, and women and gender studies 
at WFU. She also is co-director of the 
documentary film program. Mary won 
Best Documentary at the Reel to Reel 
Film Festival for her film “Martha in 
Lattimore.” She also has written and 
co-authored three books.

TERESA DEES ’95 MED is the new 
principal at Vienna Elementary School in 
Winston-Salem.

DIANE L. FROST ’95 PHD will retire as 
superintendent of Asheboro City Schools 
in June. Diane has been with the city 
school system since 1991. She was named 
the 2012 A. Craig Phillips North Carolina 
Superintendent of the Year by the N.C. 
Association of School Administrators and 
N.C. School Boards Association. She was 
one of four finalists for the 2012 National 
Superintendent of the year.

DAVID EDWARD GATTEN ’95 filmed “The 
Extravagant Shadows” in 2012, and it was 
ranked ninth of the 50 Best Undistributed 
Films of 2012 by Film Comment critics. 
It was screened at the Weatherspoon 
Art Museum. David is a lecturing fellow 
and artist in residence in the Arts of 
the Moving Image program at Duke 
University. His work is found in the 
collections of the British Film Institute, the 
Whitney Museum of American Art, the 
Austrian Film Museum in Vienna and the 
Art Institute of Chicago.

TRACY L. COLE ’96, principal at A.G. 
Cox Middle School, is Principal of the 
Year for the Pitt County Schools. Tracy 
has been an administrator for 11 years of 
her 16-year tenure in education. She has 
received N.C. Teaching Fellows and N.C. 
Principal Fellows status. Tracy also serves 
on the East Carolina University Council 
for Teacher Education.

JAMIE H. CONRAD ’97 received the 2013 
Accreditation Council for Business 
Schools and Programs International 
Teaching Excellence award. Jamie also 
received the Associate Degree 2013 
Teaching Excellence Award for ACBSP 
Region 3 and the 2013 Gaston College 
Faculty of the Year award. She has been a 
business instructor with Gaston College 
since 2006.

a Distinguished Alumni Award.

SHERRON DULL LEPLIN ’89 MED, ’98 
PHD is executive director of exceptional 
children for the Chapel Hill-Carrboro 
City Schools. She previously served 
as principal at the University of North 
Carolina Hospital School. 

Alumni deaths
JAMES A. “JIM” GILES ’81 MBA 
RICKY DAVID DUCKETT ’83
TERESA ANN FRANKLIN ’83
PATSY NEESE KESLER ’83
ROBERT W. MCCLANAHAN ’83
STANLEY R. PRIVITT ’83
RAY ALLEN SMITH ’83
DENISE ANN BEEBE BRILES ’84
CAROLYN “CARY” DODDS CAINE ’84X
ROBERT L. DECKER ’84 EDD
JON MARK JACKSON ’84
MICHAEL THOMAS “DOC” LAUER ’84
DONNA GODFREY MITCHELL ’84
WAYNE ALLEN BRINKLEY ’85
AMY CAROL FARLEY ’86X
NANCY CAROL HOERNING BROWN ’87
DR. JAMES BRUCE PHILLIPS ’87 EDD
JEANNE MELANIE STRICKLAND ROACH  
 ’87 MLS
KENNETH “KEN” R. BROWN ’88 MPA
GENEVIEVE HODGIN GAY ’89 EDD

Sympathy is extended to 
LAURA “LOLLIE” LAKE WHITE ’80 MA, 
’87 PHD and her husband, Walter 
Beale, in the Aug. 29, 2013, death of her 
mother, Frances Blanche Binford Lake.

BETTINA SHUFORD ’81 MED in the Sept. 
14, 2013, death of her mother, Virginia 
Othella Clarke Shuford.

MELINDA A. LAUER ’87 in the Sept. 16, 
2013, death of her husband, MICHAEL 
THOMAS “DOC” LAUER ’84.

1990s
PHILIP YOUNG ’91 MA, ’96 PHD offers 
tarot and astrology readings through 
his new business, Black Unykorn 
Enterprises. Philip, who taught classes 
at UNCG for 12 years, also provides 
web design, life coaching, editing and 
resume writing services.

GEORGE E. FRIZZELL ’92 MLS received 
the Thornton W. Mitchell Service 
Award for outstanding service to 
the archival profession in North 
Carolina. George, who is head of 
special collections at Western Carolina 
University’s Hunter Library, joined 
the library’s staff in 1982 as a research 
assistant and was named head of the 
department in 1989. 

SHARON LEE HARPER ’92 MED is the 
new principal at Hopewell Elementary 
School in Randolph County. Sharon 
previously served as principal at 
Morehead Elementary School in 
Guilford County.

ANNA COLEMAN HAYES ’92 MED was 
inducted into the Davidson County 
Sports Hall of Fame. Anna was 

profile

Rapid fire

S.C., specializes in training beauty 
queens for competition. In his business 
– Fit Body by Angelo – he trained four 
contestants for the 2013 Miss USA 
pageant. All of them placed in the top 
10 and Miss Alabama USA was the 
first runner-up in the event.  

LAURA P. KERR ’80, principal at 
Rockwell Elementary School, is the 
2014 Wells Fargo Principal of the Year 
for the Rowan-Salisbury School System.

CINDY LIVENGOOD ’80 retired as 
director of DavidsonWorks after 33 
years of working with job placement 
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Alumni deaths
PENNY MCINTYRE ELLER ’90
WILLIAM “BILL” FRANKLIN RITCHIE ’90
MARK WILLIAM OLIVEAU ’91
CANDACE RAY DAVIS ’93
SUSAN ST. GEORGE PELUSO ’94 MSN
LARA HAMILTON HAHN ’95
CONSTANCE ANN “STANZI” ALLAN-  
 POUTHIER ’96

Sympathy is extended to 
TRICIA RENTZ CHAVIS ’93 in the Oct. 
13, 2013, death of her husband, Steven 
Chavis.

2000s
JENNIFER BENNINGTON HUDSON ’00, 
’05 MPA is director of development at 
SciWorks, a nonprofit science center 
and environmental park in Winston-
Salem.

DAVID SOLOT ’00 MA, director of client 
services at Caliper international human 
resources consulting company, wrote 
an Eatocracy blog for CNN.com.

MARY CHRISTINA COBLE ’01, a 
performance artist, presented “Deferral” 
at the Corcoran Gallery of Art in 
Washington, D.C. The installation 
focused on the issue that gay men 

are “deferred” if they attempt to 
donate blood. Mary works primarily 
in Scandinavia and teaches at a small 
academy in Denmark.

DEBORAH SUE GREEN ’01, ’04 MSN, 
vice president for nursing and patient 
services at Cone Health’s Annie 
Penn Hospital in Reidsville, has been 
named a 2013 Robert Wood Johnson 
Foundation Executive Nurse Fellow. 
Deborah, who is also serving as interim 
president of Cone Health Behavioral 
Health Hospital, will participate in the 
three-year fellowship designed to help 
make nursing leaders more effective in 
improving healthcare.

JULIE H. HANCOCK ’01 MSA is the 2014 
Principal of the Year for the Alamance-

Burlington School System. Julie has 
been principal at Smith Elementary 
School since 2011.

KIRBY PENNIX ’01 opened Marion 
City Cab company. Kirby is a loan 
consultant with Wells Fargo.

JOHN DAVID SWAJKOSKI ’01 EDD 
retired after 38 years in public 
school education, the last 20 as an 
administrator.

LAURIE ANNE SYPOLE ’01 MSA is 
Principal of the Year for the Randolph 
County School System. Laurie is 
principal at Randleman Elementary 
School. She is a repeat winner of the 
honor, having been elected by her 
peers in 2005 while she was at Ramseur 
Elementary School. 

GINGER CRITES ’02 MED is the new 
assistant principal at Trinity and 
Trindale elementary schools. She 
previously served as assistant principal 
at Southeastern Randolph Middle 
School.

JESSE KNIGHT ’02 MFA, assistant 
professor of communication arts 
and program coordinator for 
communication arts and design at  
Lees-McRae College, received two 
awards for filmmaking. At the 2013 
Round Con Film Festival, Jesse’s film 
“The Orbs” won the Feature Film 
Award. He also received the Lucid 
Auteur Award for his short film 
“Guns, Water & Food: An American 
Story” at the 2012 ConCarolina Film 
Festival. Outside the classroom, he 
continues to make films. His label, 
Jesse Knight Films, has created 
numerous short films, music videos 
and made-for-TV series.

DAVID OSTERGAARD ’02 and his Bright 
Star Touring Theatre were invited by 
the U.S. Embassy to visit Moscow. 
They performed Aesop’s Fables 
and taught an extensive residency, 
educating students on all aspects of 
live theater, including improvisation, 
acting, directing, writing and 
production design.

MATT ARMSTRONG ’03 MFA teaches 
writing part time at Guilford College. 
An excerpt from his novel “The 74th 
Virgin” – a war story about an Iraqi 
filmmaker who became a terrorist 
– won a Pushcart Prize and was 
published in its yearly anthology of 
the best writing from the literary press. 
Matt also wrote the songs for “All the 
Birds,” a 12-song recording by Viva la 
Muerte. Viva la Muerte has since been 
signed by Ex Umbra Records and the 
recording released on Amazon.

KIMBERLY A. BOWIE ’03 MED is the 
new principal at Trinity Elementary 
School. An adjunct faculty member 
at UNCG, she previously served as 
assistant principal at Charles England 
Elementary School in Lexington. 

SARAH CARSON ’03 MS is publications/
information division head for the 
Association for Applied Sport 
Psychology. She is an assistant 
professor of kinesiology at James 

gradtidings JAY BENFIELD ’06 is boys’ soccer 
coach at Mount Tabor High School in 
Winston-Salem. He previously played 
on the UNCG soccer team and served 
as assistant coach.

SUZANNE BENHART ’06 MM discussed 
the importance of music during a 
speech to the Randolph Rotary Club. 
Suzanne is co-director of the bands 
program at Asheboro High School. 
She plays the flute and the saxophone 
and is involved with the Randolph 
Jazz Band.

BRIAN A. CARTER ’06 MM, ’13 DMA 
performed as part of the Great Music 
from Heidelberg series sponsored by 
Heidelberg United Church of Christ in 
Thomasville. Brian is senior instructor 
in cello at Chapel Hill School of Musical 
Arts and is a certified Suzuki teacher. 
He is also associate principal cellist of 
the Fayetteville Symphony Orchestra. 

PAUL G. CORBITT ’06 is on a one-year 
assignment at the U.S. Embassy, 
Abidjan, Cote d’Ivoire. As an Army 
Foreign Area Officer, Paul will travel 
extensively, visiting more than 15 
African countries. He will work with 
embassy personnel and local leaders to 
promote the FAO program.

ROB NORWOOD ’06 MLIS exhibited his 
oil paintings at the Walkertown Branch 
Library. A librarian at the Central 
Library, Rob also has produced pen-
and-ink note cards of scenes in the 
North Carolina mountains.

DANIEL C. PAPPAS ’06 MM released 
his debut album, “Driving at Night.” 
He spent four years composing, 
sequencing, recording, mixing and 
mastering the album. A classically 
trained violinist, Daniel was introduced 
to electronic music in 2006. 

KELLI GOINS DALTON ’07 MSA is the 
new principal at E. Lawson Brown 
Middle School. She previously served 
as principal at Brier Creek Elementary 
School.

JUIE RATTLEY ’07 MFA was featured in 
an August exhibition at Delurk Gallery 
in Winston-Salem. Twenty-three of his 
paintings were included in the show. 

NORMA C. WILSON ’07 graduated from 
Air Force basic training at Joint Base 
San Antonio-Lackland, San Antonio, as 
a reserve airman first class.

BROOKE DANIELLE AVERY ’08 taught a 
clay class for young people at Moring 
Arts Center in Asheboro. A Trinity-
based potter, she teaches pottery classes 
through the YWCA in High Point.

KELI NICOLE BOONE ’08 is the 4-H 
agent at Gates County Cooperative 
Extension. The program serves more 
than 500 children through its youth 
development program.

KATIE LEE CLAIBORNE ’08 MFA was 
featured at the Cleveland County Arts 
Council’s exhibition titled “On the 
Cusp: New Work by Sally Jacobs and 
Katie Claiborne.”

MICHAEL DOUGHERTY ’08 DMA 
performed as part of the Great Music 
from Heidelberg series sponsored by 

Heidelberg United Church of Christ 
in Thomasville. Michael is director of 
music and the arts at Wesley Memorial 
United Methodist Church in High Point.

JAMES FITZGERALD ’08 MSA is 
principal at Yadkin Valley Regional 
Career Academy. He also has served 
as principal of Davidson County High 
School.

DR. JOSHUA HALL ’08 graduated from 
Edward Via College of Osteopathic 
Medicine with a Doctor of Osteopathic 
Medicine degree. He will complete 
his residency with Cabarrus Family 
Medicine at Carolinas Medical Center-
Northeast and plans to practice family 
medicine in North Carolina.

NANTACHIE MARIE CHAVIS ’08 has 
joined McLeod Dillon Hospitalists at 
McLeod Medical Center in Dillon, S.C. 
Nantachie is a family nurse practitioner. 
She is working on her doctorate at the 
Medical University of South Carolina. 
She is a member of the American 
Academy of Nurse Practitioners and 
American Nurses Credentialing Center.

ADRIAN H. BOGGS ’09 MS, a custom 
furniture designer and fabricator, won 
the design competition conducted by 
Greensboro’s Center for Visual Artists 
and the Phillips Collection, a High 
Point manufacturer of home accents 
and occasional furniture. His table 
lamp will be manufactured for sale to 
the Phillips Collection’s international 
clientele. In addition to his design work, 
Adrian teaches art and interior design 
at High Point University.

ASHLEY MEGAN CLARK ’09 is the 
Guilford County Middle School Teacher 
of the Year. Ashley teaches sixth grade 
language arts and social studies at 
Johnson Street Global School in High 
Point.

HEATHER MICHELLE CYRE ’09 MLIS 
received a Superior Staff award from 
Haywood Community College. 
Heather, who is the college’s librarian, 
has been with the school for four 
years. She is secretary of the Employee 
Senate and serves on the new student 
orientation and curriculum review 
committees. 

DANIEL ROSS HINSON ’09 DMA was 
sworn in as a member of the Pitt 
County Bar Association. He received his 
law degree from UNC Chapel Hill.

CAMERON MULL ’09 joined Conover 
Family Practice as a family nurse 
practitioner. Cameron previously 
worked as a registered nurse in 
intensive care at Presbyterian Hospital 
Main in Charlotte.

KRISTINA DAWN PRESTON ’09 MA 
is director of the Surry County 
Department of Social Services. Kristina 
has worked with the Stokes County 
DSS for 20 years, most recently as 
director of the department.

CHIAKI TAKAGI ’09 PHD received the 
Alumni Teaching Excellence Award 
from UNCG. Chiaki is a lecturer of 
Japanese in UNCG’s Department of 
Languages, Literatures and Cultures.

Madison University and also serves as 
the associate director of the Morrison-
Bruce Center for the Promotion of 
Physical Activity for Girls and Women 
at the university. 

AMANDA NORTHRUP ’03, a fifth-grade 
teacher at Riverbend Elementary 
School in Clyde, received two awards 
for excellence in teaching. She received 
a UNCG School of Education Alumni 
Achievement award in the category 
of outstanding achievement, which 
recognizes alumni who have earned 
state, national or international 
distinction. Amanda received the 
Presidential Award for Excellence in 
Mathematics Teaching in April 2011. 
Amanda also received the District 
8 Outstanding Elementary Teacher 
Award presented by the North 
Carolina Science Teachers Association.

DAVID WAYNE SCOTT ’03, ’05 MS earned 
his PhD in pathobiology and molecular 
medicine from the University of 
Alabama at Birmingham. He is a 
postdoctoral fellow at the Lineberger 
Comprehensive Cancer Center at UNC 
Chapel Hill.

JAMES BLAKLEY ’04 runs Blakley 
Landscape Service and has the contract 
to maintain the landscape at the Davie 
Medical Center in Bermuda Run.

MAX EVERHART ’04 received a book 
contract from Camel Press for his novel 
“Go Go Gato.” This is his first book.

GERRI MARTIN ’04 EDD is 
superintendent of Orange County 
Schools. Gerri, who has nearly 27 years 
of experience in education, previously 
served as superintendent of McDowell 
County Schools.

SIDNEY OUTLAW ’04 debuted with 
the North Carolina Opera in Mozart’s 
comedy masterpiece “Cosi fan 
tutte.” Sidney performed the role of 
Guglielmo in the stage production at 
Raleigh’s Fletcher Opera Theater. He 
first performed the role while a student 
at UNCG. 

AMY MARIE BLACKWOOD ’05, ’09 
MM, pianist, performed with cellist 
Richard Thomas in a faculty recital 
at Presbyterian College. Amy is staff 
accompanist at Lander University.

BENJAMIN BRAGDON ’05 is working 
on his second book. His first book – 
“Message of the Medallion” – was 
published by Outskirts Press. The book 
is about the Byzantine Empire and a 
man’s campaign against the Muslims.

TOSHA RYNOR DIGGS ’05 EDS, ’08 EDD 
is the new principal at Heide Trask 
High School in Pender County. She 
has experience as a principal, assistant 
principal, school counselor and as dean 
of academics and counseling services. 
She previously worked in Greensboro 
and Goldsboro.

JOHN MOSELEY ’05 MA, assistant 
site manager at the Fort Fisher State 
Historic Site, spoke at a meeting of The 
Federal Point Historic Preservation 
Society. A former teacher, John has 
worked for two years at Fort Fisher.

1  Joy Sechler Crahen ’12 and Patrick Crahen ’13 were married  May 4, 2013.  2  Clark Outling may be UNCG’s youngest 
Spartan. Clark is the son of Cora Outling ’05 and Justin Outling ’05. 3  Leigh Ann Hedgepeth Powell ’03, ’08 MS with her 
husband Al Powell and their son, Nate, who was born March 5, 2012. They live in Greensboro, and Leigh Ann works at 
UNCG in the Graduate School.  4  Congratulations to Alan Buck ’10 and his wife, Lauren, on the birth of their second 
child, Hudson. The Bucks also have a daughter, Taylor. They live in Apex.  5  Amanda Rhea Burnley ’13 and Luke Robert 
Dixon ’12 were married July 20, 2013. Luke is a research technician at Winston-Salem State University, and Amanda is a 
9th-grade special education teacher at Carter High School in Winston-Salem.

PATRICE B. MITCHELL ’97 MPA is 
vice president for student services 
at Trident Technical College. Patrice 
previously served as associate vice 
president of enrollment management 
at Armstrong Atlantic State University 
in Savannah, Ga. 

ANNA ELIZABETH SMITH ’97 is a 
member of the National Trial Lawyers: 
Top 100 Trial Lawyers organization. 
Anna specializes in criminal defense 
out of her own law firm in Raleigh. 
She is vice president of the board for 
the Foundation for Good Business. 
She also has served as legal faculty 
for the Chief Justice’s Commission on 
Professionalism at Campbell University 
Law School’s Intercession Program.

ADAM M. WARD ’97, ’02 MM, ’09 DMA 
presented an organ recital – “When 
in Our Music God Is Glorified” – at 
First Baptist Church in West Jefferson. 
Adam is director of music ministries for 
Providence United Methodist Church in 
Charlotte. He is a dean of the American 
Guild of Organists Charlotte Chapter 
and North Carolina District Convener.

CHRIS BALL ’98X is the 2013 
International League Sports Turf 
Manager of the Year. Chris is the 
Gwinnett Braves sports turf manager. 

BETH CARR LANCASTER ’98 MED, 
principal at Mount Gilead Elementary 
School, is the 2014 Principal of the Year 
for the Montgomery County Schools. 

KIM ALLAN SHERRILL ’98 is a certified 
breast health navigator at Frye Regional 
Medical Center in Hickory. 

JASON A. CANNON ’99 is the new 
president and chief executive officer 
of Downtown Greensboro Inc. Jason, 
who was named one of The Business 
Journal’s 40 Leaders Under 40 for 2013, 
previously served as vice president of 
governmental affairs for the Greensboro 
Partnership.

LAURELYN G. DOSSETT ’99 MS, a 
singer/songwriter, performed her first 
solo show – titled “An Evening with 
Laurelyn Dossett” – in Winston-Salem. 
She co-founded Polecat Creek with 
singing partner Kari Sickenberger in 
1997. She performs at regional music 
festivals and has been a guest on 
“Prairie Home Companion.” 

CHELSA BOSWELL HOLLAND ’99, 
’10 MSN is a nurse practitioner 
with Alliance Medical Associates in 
Burlington.  

BUDD E. WILKINS ’99, ’10 MA is a 
contributing film critic for Video 
Watchdog Magazine. Budd also is staff 
critic for New York City-based Slant 
Magazine and a contributor to Film 
International Magazine, Not Coming 
to A Theater Near You, and Academic 
Journal of Film and Media.

Send us your photos 
Not only do we want to hear from you, we’d like to see you too.
We are now publishing pictures of your milestones, such as 
weddings, births and reunions. All you have to do is send 
us your photos. 
 A few things to keep in mind: 
 • Digital images need to be high resolution for print 
  (at least 300 dpi).
 • Please identify everyone in the photo and be sure to  
  include your name (including your maiden name, if  
  applicable), graduation year and degree. 
 • Photographs from a professional photographer must be  
  accompanied by a release form from the photographer.
 • While we welcome wedding photos and baby   

  pictures, we will not publish engagement or   
  pregnancy pictures. 
 • Please send photos from the past year.
 • Finally, depending on photo quality and/or volume of  
  submissions, we may not be able to publish every  
  photo we receive.
 Send your pictures to beth_english@uncg.edu as an 
email attachment. Please use “Class Note Photo” as your 
subject line. Or you can mail a print to Class Note Photo, 
Beth English, UNCG-University Relations, 1100 W. Market 
St., Suite 201, P.O. Box 26170, Greensboro, NC 27402-
6170. Mailed photos cannot be returned.
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Faculty and staff deaths
DR. LUCILLE M. WAKEFIELD, retired 
chair and faculty emerita of nutrition, 
died April 4, 2013, in Tallahassee, Fla. 
She retired in 1991.

DAVID GRIGGS-JANOWER, founder and 
conductor of Albany (NY) Pro Musica, 
died Aug. 25, 2013. A former faculty 
member at UNCG, he was most 
recently director of choral music and 
professor at the University at Albany, 
State University of New York, where 
he taught since 1981. 

PATRICIA “PAT” FORD CLINE died Aug. 
28 at the age of 79. Pat worked in the 
printing department for 23 years.  

MARK GOTTSEGEN, a professor of 
painting in the Department of Art 
from 1976 to 2007, died Sept. 24. He 
was a fine arts painter and specialist 
in art materials and practices. 
His studio manual “The Painter’s 
Handbook,” first published in 1993, 
is still a staple reference tool for 
artists nationwide. Mark was also the 
founder of AMIEN, an online source 
of factual information about artists’ 
materials and practices.

BETTE “BOOT” SMITH DAWES died  
Oct. 1 at the age of 96.

STEVE WATSON, a UNCG Facility 
Services employee, died Oct. 7. Steve 
had worked as a housekeeper on 
second shift in Elliott University 
Center since April 2008.

DR. WILLIAM EVANS, an assistant 
professor of Public Health Education 
at UNCG, died Oct. 24 at the age of 49. 
He was an enthusiastic promoter of 
health and wellness in both his work 
and personal life. Most recently he 
was the driving force behind UNCG’s 
new wellness coaching program. He 
was also an author whose publications 
ranged from scholarly articles to poetry. 

HAZEL NIXON BROWN ’81 EDD, ’85 MSN, 
who served on the UNCG faculty for 
37 years, died Oct. 31. She received 
numerous awards for teaching 
excellence, for research excellence and 
for outstanding university service. She 
retired in 2011 as the Eloise R. Lewis 
Excellence Professor of Nursing and 
was also awarded the Order of the 
Long Leaf Pine in 2011 in recognition 
of her many years of service to the 
state of North Carolina.

MARY HELEN STONE BRODISH, who 
developed the nursing research 
program at UNCG, died Nov. 7, 2013, 
in Clemmons. She graduated from the 
nursing program at Yale University, 
and she practiced nursing at Yale 
University Medical School, where her 
husband served on the faculty.  She 
also served on the faculties of the 
University of Cincinnati and UNCG. 
She educated hundreds of student 
nurses and received several awards for 
teaching excellence in maternity and 
neonatal nursing.

July at Eagles Landing Country Club, 
Colin carded seven birdies and an eagle 
to fire a 65. A few days later in another 
one-round tournament as part of the 
Open Golf Atlanta mini tour, he posted 
another 65. Colin works for Northwood 
Country Club.

ENOCH CHRISTIAN CHOW ’12 MS 
received the thesis award from 
the Association for Applied Sport 
Psychology. Enoch is an advisor 
coordinator and student advisor at 
New Mind Education at UNCG and 
NC State. New Mind Education assists 
international students in the United 
States. Enoch’s thesis was titled “The 
Effects of Music and Video on Perceived 
Exertion and Performance of a Cycling 
Task at Vigorous Intensity.”

JONATHAN COLLINS ’12 MPH is project 
coordinator at Gramercy Research 
Group. Jonathan leads research projects 
and works on validation studies. He 
previously was a graduate assistant in 
the UNCG Department of Public Health 
and School of Nursing.

MADISON K. DAVIS ’12 graduated from 
basic military training at Joint Base San 
Antonio-Lackland, San Antonio, as an 
airman first class.

CHELSEA LYNN TART ’12 owns and 
operates Tart Sweets, a bakery in 
Winston-Salem.

JENNIFER MICHELLE WILFONG ’12 was 
hired by a marketing company and 
has been published multiple times in 
builder magazines in Texas, Michigan, 
Georgia and New York.

NICOLE LYNN WOBLER ’12 is head coach 
of the girls’ track team at Northwest 
High School. She ran track and field 
in high school in Ohio and served as 
an assistant coach for the Northwest 
Vikings last season.

ELIZABETH LAUREN KOWALSKI ’13 
MM expanded her summer Charlotte 
New Music Festival with composing 
for dance as part of the programming. 
She founded the festival three years ago 
in an effort to provide a musical boot 
camp for composers that would also 
provide an opportunity for participants 
to perform for the public.

 

Alumni marriages
JENNA LYNN BURNHAM ’10 MA to RYAN 
JAMES RADFORD ’07 on Oct. 26, 2013, 
in Raleigh. Jenna works in the Office of 
the Dean of the College at Wake Forest 
University, and Ryan is completing 
his third year of law school at Wake 
Forest University. The couple reside in 
Winston-Salem.

ARIELLE KAITLIN BOONE ’12 to David 
Lee Hoffman on May 25, 2013, in 
Salisbury. She is an administrative 
assistant at Charles Aris Inc. 

 
Alumni deaths
KEITH OMAR FIELDS ’12X 
SARA “ASHLEIGH” SYBIL-LEN BOYD 
 SAPP ’13 

DIANA DARLENE THOMPSON ’09 MM, 
a lyric coloratura soprano, was the 
featured performer in the Presbyterian 
College Performance Series.

 
Alumni marriages
ABIGAIL ELIZABETH IJAMES ’08 MLIS 
and Artus Monroe Moser III were 
married May 25, 2013, at their home 
in Swannanoa. Abigail is the branch 
manager of the Fairview Public Library 
in Buncombe County. 

CASSIE MCDONALD ’09 to STEPHEN 
LUKE BARKLEY ’10 on July 28, 2012, 
in Andrews. Cassie graduated with a 
master’s of science degree in athletic 
training from Lenoir-Rhyne University 
in December 2011. They live in Myrtle 
Beach, S.C., where Cassie is a clinical 
specialist at an orthopedic clinic, and 
Stephen is an inventory controller for 
Coastal Urge. 
 
Alumni deaths
KENDALL W. JOHNSON ’00 MBA
GEORGE HIRAM “J.T.” JOHNSON ’04
JESSICA LEE AMO ’07 MA
FRANK JAMES TESH JR. ’07 

2010s
JANEÉ R. AVENT ’10 MS, ’13 PHD 
accepted a faculty appointment at 
the University of Texas-San Antonio 
in the counseling department. Janeé 
received the Association for Humanistic 
Counseling’s dissertation award for her 
doctoral dissertation.

ANDREA BROWN ’10 DMA is associate 
director of the Michigan Marching Band 
and Athletic Bands and the assistant 
director of bands at the University of 
Michigan. She is the first woman to 
serve as a band director for the historic 
band program.

BRENDAN M. CARR ’10 MS was 
elected student representative for 
the Association for Applied Sport 
Psychology. Brendan is a sport 
psychology consultant and doctoral 
student in counseling psychology in the 
Department of Counseling and Human 
Development Services at the University 
of Georgia in Athens, specializing in 
performance excellence and restorative 
performance in sport.  

GEORGE L. ROBINSON JR. ’11 MSA 
is the Alamance-Burlington School 
System’s athletic director. George 
previously served as an assistant 
principal at Cummings High School 
and head coach of the men’s varsity 
basketball team. He was inducted into 
the Cummings’ Athletic Hall of Fame 
in 2012.

SHANICE LAVETTE BULLOCK ’12 taught 
Move and Groove, a hip-hop class, 
at the She Created IT 2013 Festival at 
Salem College.

COLIN CHAPMAN ’12 won his first golf 
tournament after turning pro in May. 
During a one-round tournament in 
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Faculty Pets    °  1940s-1960s

Dog days
University Archivist Erin Lawrimore 
writes about lesser known members 
of campus life – faculty pets. 

In a 2006 oral history interview, Celeste 
Ulrich ’46 (professor in the School 
of Health, Physical Education, and 
Recreation from 1956-1979) discussed her 
life-long love of dogs and her extensive 
time spent training animals. She noted 
that, when she arrived at Woman’s 
College as a student in the fall of 1942, 
she felt at home because so many of the 
faculty members had dogs.
      For Ulrich and many other students 
at WC, these faculty pets served 
as a conversation starter or a way 
for students to move past shyness 
or intimidation. As Ulrich stated, 
“Students that were frightened of 
teachers and so on would come in and 
pet the dogs, and pretty soon they’d be 
talking to the teachers about what their 
real problems were.”

 Faculty dogs appear quite frequently in stories of campus history. Mary Channing Coleman, who 
led the physical education program from 1921 until her death in 1947, was well known among the 
student body for being a challenging and intimidating instructor. But she was equally well known for 
her fox terrier, Bonnie. Bonnie traveled with Coleman around campus and even to class. In Ulrich’s 
words, Bonnie “was just as equally ferocious as Miss Coleman.”
 Katherine Taylor, a 1928 graduate and Dean of Students from 1948 until her retirement in 1972, was 
also known around campus for her dogs. One of Taylor’s pets, a one-eyed basset hound named Suki, 
made an unexpected appearance in the 1967 Pine Needles. Photography editor John Robinson needed 
a photograph of Taylor for the yearbook, but he was on a tight deadline. He managed to catch her on 
campus as she was taking Suki for a walk. After the yearbook was published, Taylor thanked him for the 
picture, saying it was one of her favorites because it captured Suki’s “good side.”
 In the late 1950s and early 1960s, a faculty dog show was held as part of the Purse Drive, a 
campus-wide fundraising activity led by the WC’s Service League. In 1962, the Pine Needles featured a 
photograph of Taylor along with professors Richard Bardolph (History and Political Science) and Ellen 
Griffin (Physical Education) at the dog show. Suki can be seen hiding in the background.
 What are your memories of pets or other animals on campus? Send your comments to beth_english@uncg.
edu or Beth English, UNCG-University Relations, 1100 W. Market St., Suite 201, P.O. Box 26170, Greensboro, 
NC 27402-6170. Responses may be used in the next issue.
 For more UNCG history, visit Spartan Stories at uncghistory.blogspot.com.

ARCHIVAL PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF THE MARTHA BLAKENEY HODGES 
SPECIAL COLLECTIONS AND UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES

A B O V E  L E F T , professors Richard Bardolph, Katherine Taylor  
and Ellen Griffin participate in a 1962 faculty dog show. A B O V E 
R I G H T , Katherine Taylor with her basset hound Suki. L E F T , 
Mary Channing Coleman with her fox terrier Bonnie. 

http://uncghistory.blogspot.com
mailto:beth_english@uncg.edu
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Since 1893, we have continued to celebrate the 
value of your UNCG degree. Congratulations to 
our 2014 graduates and the newest members of 
the UNCG Alumni Association.

COMMENCEMENT MAY 9

THE RINGING OF THE BELL  RED CARPET RECEPTION 
DAISY CHAINS  THE CLOCK TOWER  CLASS RINGS  

RED CARPET RECEPTION
THE CLOCK TOWER
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